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Recitals:
The REETS Project aims at identifying and reducing the impediments to the implementation of a European electronic toll service pursuant to Directive 2004/52/EC and Decision 2009/750/EC.
The deliverable D1.1 as first part of Work package 1 Contractual framework and Risk
management is to contribute to this objective focussing on issues that constitute contractual challenges and are specific to the sector of electronic collection of tolls.
With respect to these requirements, the scope of D1.1 covers four main themes gathering
nineteen challenging issues with the aim of building a common understanding. These
“challenging issues” are mainly contractual, but when the need appeared for clarification,
the scope of D1.1 was extended to procedural or regulatory issues. The scope of D1.1 also
includes contractual issues that revealed not to be challenging or not to be specific to the
sector of electronic collection of tolls, but were repeatedly brought into the discussions of
the working group and need to benefit from clear and objective information.
Basic documentation for D1.1 comes from the real electronic toll collection services already
implemented in Europe.
For each of the nineteen selected “challenges”, D1.1 will address:


Main contractual issues and return on experience



Current situation description from the Directive to the contractual level (including
location of proper information in legal and contractual documentation)



Recommendations.
These recommendations are not intended to be binding and their scope is to
provide some possible solutions to the issues identified in the work of WP1, solutions whose compliance to the specific toll domains will necessarily have to be
analysed in detail during the phase of “one to one agreement” between Toll
Chargers and Service Providers
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Glossary
No.

Terminus

Abbrev
.

(short) description

1

Service Provider

SP

Company / Entity offering the services of an
EETS-Provider but not necessarily formally
registered as an EETS-Provider.
Since the REETS Project shall facilitate the
transition to EETS, it is recommended, to generally use "Service Provider (SP)", except if
"EETS-Provider shall be explicitly addressed
(e.g. in the context of registration).

2

EETS-Provider

EP

A legal entity fulfilling the requirements of Art 3
and registered in a Member State where it is
established, which grants access to EETS to
an EETS user (see Art 2 b) Decision
2009/750/EC).

3

Member State

MS

EU Member State

4

European Electronic
Toll Service

EETS

The abbreviation EETS stands for European
Electronic Toll Service. It is a service that enables the payment of tolls with a single contract
at a single EETS provider and just one onboard unit throughout the European Union.

5

Regional European
Electronic Toll Service

REETS

The REETS-TEN project aims at deploying
EETS compliant services in a cross-border
regional project. The Project shall cover the
electronically toll network of 7 Member States
(Austria, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy,
Poland and Spain) and Switzerland.

6

Toll Charger

TC

Public or private organisation which levies tolls
for the circulation of vehicles in a toll domain
(see Art 2 k) Decision 2009/750/EC)

7

User

8

On Board Equipment

Physical or legal person who subscribes a contract with a Service Provider in order to have
access to EETS compliant services (see Art 2
c) Decision 2009/750/EC).
OBE

The complete set of hardware and software
components required for providing EETS compliant services which is installed in a vehicle in
order to collect, store, process and remotely
receive/transmit data (see Art 2 e) Decision
2009/750/EC)
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No.

Terminus

Abbrev
.

(short) description

9

Interoperability constituents

Any elementary component, group of components, subassembly or complete assembly of
equipment incorporated or intended to be incorporated into EETS upon which the interoperability of the service depends directly or indirectly, including both tangible objects and intangible objects such as software, see Article 2
of the EETS Decision. Examples of interoperability constituents are on-board equipment (including connected back office systems), roadside equipment (including charging beacons,
localization augmentation beacons and enforcement devices), EETS Providers’ and Toll
Chargers’ back-office data exchange systems.

10

Toll

A charge, tax or duty levied in relation with circulating a vehicle in a toll domain (see Art 2 j)
Decision 2009/750/EC)

11

Toll domain

An area of EU territory, a part of the European
road network or a structure (such as a tunnel, a
bridge, a ferry,..) where toll is collected (see Art
2 n) Decision 2009/750/EC).

12

Tariff class

The set of vehicles treated similarly by a Toll
Charger (see Art 2 g) Decision 2009/750/EC).

13

Vehicle classification
parameters

The vehicle related information according to
which tolls are calculated based on the Toll
Context Data (see Art 2 q) Decision
2009/750/EC).

14

Certification

Certification is defined as an EETS Provider's
or its representative's official written statement
that its interoperability constituents comply with
the associated specified (technical) requirements.

15

Technical accreditation

Technical accreditation covers the technical
aspects of the accreditation of an already registered EETS Provider in individual toll domains
under responsibility of a Toll Charger (or a cluster of Toll Chargers).

16

Technical requirements
for registration

Requirements defined by the Member State
responsible for the registration to check against
Article 3b of the EETS decision
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No.

Terminus

Abbrev
.

(short) description

17

Toll domain independent specifications

Technical specifications for interoperability
constituents that are defined by technical
standards or other regulations or specifications
independently from individual toll domain requirements

18

Toll domain specific
specifications

Technical specifications for interoperability
constituents that comprise requirements that
are specific to the needs of a toll domain

19

Security Policy

A Security Policy is a set of requirements and
applicable counter measures specified by the
party responsible for the security in a system
exposed to threats. These counter measures
are based upon a risk analysis of the system in
order to protect those data exposed to threats
in the relationships between TC and SP.

20

Cluster

A cluster of ETC Toll Domains is a set of Toll
Domains, interconnected or not, which feature
the same or very similar ETC toll collection
context(s) in a contractual framework like
Memorandum Of Understanding or any other
agreement between the Toll Domain representatives, i.e. the Toll Chargers.
This agreement specifies the rules regarding
interoperability and its management within that
cluster of ETS Toll Domains; it includes references to mutually agreed and shared detailed
contractual, procedural and operational documentation as well functional and technical
specifications (particularly, interfaces for OBU
// RSE and for Toll Charger // Service Provider
central systems). A cluster of Toll Domains
may have a unique representative for some
common subjects.
Relationship between Toll Domains and Service Providers are fixed by bilateral contracts.
Common validity periods of bilateral contracts
with a given ETC Provider allow the interoperability for the global cluster.
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No.

Terminus

21

Accreditation

Abbrev
.

(short) description

The Accreditation covers the whole procedure
(contractual and technical) to be successfully
fulfilled by a Service Provider in order that its
technical system could be accepted on a Toll
Domain and that the TC entrusts the SP with
the toll collection and the invoicing process to
the SU.
When the Accreditation is successfully completed, the Service Provider is “accredited” in
the relevant Toll Domain.
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Abbreviations and definitions:
CESARE

is a project set up by ASECAP and co-financed by the EC, with the intention of
specifying, designing, developing, promoting and implementing a common interoperable Electronic Fee Collection System (EFC) on European toll roads.
http://www.asecap.com/pdf_files/The%20CESARE%20Project%20-EN.pdf

EP

EETS Provider (Registered Service Provider)

MS

Member State

SP

Service Provider

SU

Service User

TC

Toll Charger
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Methodology: architecture, content and dynamics of a
TC-SP contract
A contract between a Toll Charger and a Service Provider aims at defining the conditions
for the acceptance of an electronic mean of payment for the tolls due for the toll road service operated by the Toll Charger to the benefit of the Service User.
From the different toll contexts and already existing electronic toll collection systems, a
very preliminary remark is that the contractual relationship between a TC and a SP is characterized by a great diversity of actors, charging schemes and services.
This diversity is as such a challenge for the definition of a contractual bilateral relationship
between a TC and a SP.
But despite this great diversity and maybe highlighted by this diversity, this bilateral relationship between TC and SP covers recurrent major common topics.
Moreover its architecture and the way this bilateral relationship is part the overall context of
electronic toll collection are very similar in any electronic toll context.
This observation is indicative of generally accepted ETC contractual standards to be identified and clarified within this D1.1 deliverable in order to offer to ETC players valuable basis
for improving a common understanding of ETC challenges, to support TCs and SPs in defining their partnerships and hence to help with the implementation of the EETS throughout
Europe.
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From a great diversity of bilateral contractual contexts…
Bilateral contracts between TCs and SPs show much diversity regarding the actors/players, charging schemes and services.
a. A great diversity of actors
Actors involved in ETC contexts demonstrate real diversity:


from the side of TCs: a TC can be a governmental entity, a governmental
agency, a private concessionaire, …



as well as from the side of SPs: a SP can be a turn-key ETC supplier or operator, a financial institution, an oil company, an ETC service provider, …

A bilateral TC-SP contract is to take account and adapt to different actors with different legal status, constraints and business rules.
b. A great diversity of charging schemes
Charging schemes may vary from toll context to toll context, with


the kind of infrastructures: linear (roads) , localised (tunnels, bridges, ferries) ,
and areas (urban charging)



the technology:
o

DSRC multilane free flow,

o

DSRC with barriers,

o

GNSS multilane free flow,

o

combinations of these systems interfaced with the tachograph,

o

...

c. A great diversity of services
The rules applicable to the Toll service and to the electronic toll collection are also very different from toll context to toll context.
Indeed, an electronic toll collection service may:
- be mandatory or not;
- apply/be offered to all users or only groups of users (for instance frequent users)
These features are to be considered in the TC-SP contract.
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… to the identification of a common architecture, a common dynamic
This great diversity of actors, charging schemes and services would turn to a confused
Tower of Babel if there was not any common architectures, common dynamics that could
lead to a common understanding, vital prerequisite for the implementation of EETS.
Indeed among the various topics that constitute/define the partnership between a TC and a
SP, recurrent topics remain from contractual toll context to contractual toll context.
The objective of the D1.1 is to identify these similarities and build a common understanding
of both terminology/concepts and architecture/dynamic.
This common understanding is a key-condition for allowing TCs and SPs to:
- adapt and improve their contractual schemes;
- reduce procedural constraints;
- come up with innovative solutions;
- and finally save time and curb the costs to be supported for setting up effective
partnerships.
The first step was to draw a list of contractual or legal challenges, identified by WP1 as potential barriers to the implementation of EETS (see figure 1 below).
Fig.1:
In a TC-SP contract :
SP Guarantee

KPIs

Litigation Procedures
…

Relationship
SP/User

Payment
terms

Privacy and data collection

European / MS Level
Generally defined for each Toll Domain
Rather bilateral provisions

…
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A typology of TC-SP contractual clauses could be as follows:
- Procedures
- Financial and fiscal
- Type of contract
- SP-SU relationship.
For each contractual clause, information may be provided by several complementary
sources:
- regulatory framework: Directive, Decision, National Transpositions Laws;
- non-binding but highly recommended sources: Application guide;
- TC’s provisions including Cluster’s provisions in case the TC belongs to a cluster): these provisions are applicable to any SP having a contract with the TC;
- TC-SP bilateral negotiations.
Hence, any TC-SP contract basically conforms to the same contractual architecture (see
figure 2 below).
Fig.2:

Contents of a contract TC-SP  3 levels
& contents of a toll domain statement  contractual + procedural

TC-SP contract
Toll Domain
Statement

EP Provisions

dedicated to each SP

TC Provisions

applicable to all SPs
(TC Level + Cluster level)

« Generally accepted provisions »
applicable to all TCs-all SPs

Legal and regulatory framework
Directive – Decision & AppGuide –
transposition law
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And each bilateral contract forms part of a broader context (see figure 3 below):
Fig.3:

Boundaries of a TC-SP contract in the general contractual architecture
TC–SP contract
SP1–
TC1
clauses

SP2–
TC1
clauses

TC 1 clauses

SP1–
TC2
clauses

SP2–
TC2
clauses

TC 2 clauses

SP1–
TC3
clauses

SP2–
TC3
clauses

TC 3 clauses

SP1–
TC4
clauses

SP2–
TC4
clauses

SP1–
TC5
clauses

SP2–
TC5
clauses

TC 4 clauses
TC 5 clauses

Cluster A
common clauses

Cluster B
common clauses

Generally accepted provisions applicable to all TCs-all SPs
Legal and regulatory framework
directive – decision – transposition

This common understanding is the basis for the analysis of identified challenges.
Our recommendations will address the different levels:
- regulatory framework: Directive, Decision, National Transpositions Laws;
- non-binding but highly recommended sources: Application guide;
- TC’s provisions including Cluster’s provisions in case the TC belongs to a cluster: these provisions are applicable to any SP having a contract with the TC;
- TC-SP bilateral negotiations.
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1 Procedures (administrative and technical aspects)
1.1 SP registration : identify the goal for/meaning of registration according to the Decision
1.1.A Main contractual issues and feedback on experience
The SP registration is not required for the REETS pilot. However, the REETS Project shall
address the SP Registration since it is identified as challenging by the members of the
consortium for it is still requested for the EETS.
As long as criteria / conditions for registration do not completely meet the technical requirements for the accreditation of a SP by a Toll Charger (cf. D2.1, D2.2 and D2.3), an
evaluation of the meaning of and the need for a registration phase is necessary.
The definitions in the Decision 2009/750/EC leave the details of the procedures to follow
during registration open in some respect. The disadvantage is that procedures to be adhered to by the EP may differ from Member State to another leading to a possible distortion
of competition.

1.1.B Current situation description
1.1.B.a Directive / Decision
In Article 3 “Requirements to be fulfilled by EETS Providers”, the Decision 2009/750/EC
states that:
” (...) registration (...) shall be granted if they fulfil the following requirements:
(a) hold EN ISO 9001 certification or equivalent;
(b) demonstrate having the technical equipments and the EC declaration or certificate attesting the compliance of the interoperability constituents as laid down in Annex IV(1) of
the present Decision;
(c) demonstrate competences in the provision of electronic tolling services or in relevant
domains;
(d) have appropriate financial standing;
(e) maintain a global risk management plan, which is audited at least every 2 years;
(f) be of good repute. “
Except requirements (a), all these prerequisites can be subject to different interpretations
by each Member State. Regarding requirement (e), it deals with the topic of Deliverable1.2.
Requirement (b) is analysed by D2.2. In this deliverable, we will focus on requirements (c),
(d) and (f).

1.1.B.b Application Guide
The Application Guide already clarifies requirement (c) : “Competence and experience in
EFC or in domains such as banking and insurance, services auxiliary to financial intermediation, telecommunication operators, utility companies, operation of large information
and/or telematics systems, etc. are of relevance to EETS provision. This list of EETS relevant domains of experience is not exhaustive”.
REETS TEN_D1.1_Contractual_Framework_v1_2014-07-16
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This “non exhaustive” list is already broad enough, and there is not any risk of exclusion of
a stakeholder by its own member State identified, if every Member State follows this non
binding guidance.
Regarding requirement (d) (appropriate financial standing), the Application guide proposes 3 indicators, but without establishing their minimal levels:


equity ratio based on the common rules of this business area;



a certain minimum amount of shareholders’ equity;



available capital and reserves at least equal to a minimum amount per vehicle.

The values and calculation ways of these indicators will be difficult to harmonize between
all Member States. Moreover, these indicators are chosen to minimize the non-payment
risk – which is already covered by the guarantee provided.
Requirement (f) is left to each MS’s appreciation by the Application Guide, which anyway
suggests some criteria, probably based on the conditions to be fulfilled by public call for
tenders applicants and generally found in European Member States.

1.1.B.c Transposition in local law
These registration criteria need interpretation and are of course all based on the same
principles, according to the Decision 2009/750/EC, but the implementation is variable:
some MS do not clarify the requirements and let their assessment to third parties (notified
bodies, external auditors). Some other MS do clarify criteria. The different clarifications do
not sensibly differ from a MS to another, but are obviously not harmonized.
Moreover, the ways to understand “financial standing” and “good repute” criteria are sometimes overlapping (the financial situation can be considered as an indicator of good repute...)

1.1.B.d Existing contracts
The TC-SP contract does not address the registration conditions

1.1.C Recommendations
1.1.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
This issue does not directly concern the TC-SP contracts, since registration is managed at
MS level. But the contract between SP and TC shall mention that the certificate regarding
conformity to specifications (requirement b) from the Decision is required.

1.1.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
The understanding of the requirements slightly differs from a MS to another, but SP candidates have only to register once, in a single MS. These differences in registration procedures have then no direct consequences for the access of each SP to the market.
On the other hand, regarding the understanding of requirements, if significant discrepancies were observed in some MS that were not included in the observation of the REETS
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consortium, some efforts should be made to harmonize the transpositions and reach a
common understanding.
For MS that have not yet clarified their own understanding of the criteria, we can issue
these recommendations:


Requirement (c): “demonstrate competence in the provision of electronic tolling
services or in relevant domains”: Member States should be invited to follow the
Application Guide recommendations, that are “open” enough to avoid any unjustified refusal;



Requirement (f): “be of good repute”: each Member State could apply the local
criteria generally already established for candidates to public procurement procedures (often
covering the payment of taxes and social security charges,
compliance with the labour laws, no ongoing insolvency procedures, no judgements for fraud...);



In their “financial standing” criteria evaluation, MS shall keep in mind that credit
protection tools will also be used: hence, their expectation can keep limited.

As a general recommendation: registration procedures should be harmonised.
From the point of view of AETIS it would be beneficial if European legislation would provide
rules for the (administrative) procedures of the Member States to register, deregister or reregister an EETS provider.
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1.2 SP registration : define the consequences of the loss of
compliance with the conditions listed under article 3 of the Decision 2009/750/EC
1.2.A Main contractual issues and feedback on experience
The SP registration is not required for the REETS pilot. However, the REETS Project shall
address the SP Registration since it is identified as challenging by the members of the
consortium for it is still requested for the EETS.
It is necessary to define the consequences of the loss of compliance with the conditions
listed under article 3 of the Decision 2009/750/EC.

1.2.B Current situation description
1.2.B.a Directive / Decision
The Decision does not explicitly demonstrate what happens in case of loss of compliance.
The article 3 defines mandatory “requirements” yearly monitored according to article 19 by
MS: unless otherwise specified, Member States shall verify at least once a year that requirements (a), (d), (e) and (f) in Article 3 are still met and update the register of the EETS
Providers accordingly. The register shall also contain the conclusions of the audit foreseen
in Article 3(e). If the MS is aware of a loss of compliance, the SP is no longer considered
to be eligible to Registration as defined by Decision 2009/750/EC, and therefore the registration should be removed.

1.2.B.b Application Guide
The application guide does not deal with this issue.

1.2.B.c Transposition in local law
Some MS have defined a procedure to monitor the compliance of the EP to the conditions
listed under article 3 of the Decision. For example, the EP has to yearly provide the MS
with a certificate from an external auditor certifying the compliance.
Automatic de-registration is never mentioned.

1.2.B.d Existing contracts
Existing TC-SP contracts do not address the registration conditions set by article 3.

1.2.C Recommendations
1.2.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
If the registration is a key basis for the conclusion of the TC–SP contract, therefore the TCSP contract should contain a provision stipulating the contract termination in case of deregistration (even if the case will be very rare in practice).
In case registration is not a key basis for the conclusion of the TC-SP contract, the latter
should not be affected by the loss of compliance with the criteria listed in article 3.
REETS TEN_D1.1_Contractual_Framework_v1_2014-07-16
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1.2.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
Member States shall monitor the compliance with the requirements. The provision by each
registered EP with a yearly statement, validated by an auditing third party, certifying the
compliance, should be a good monitoring suggestion.
In case of loss of compliance with the conditions listed in Article 3, MS shall deregister the
EP; according to article 19.5, this MS will inform all other MS.
Each MS should inform the TCs operating within their territory that their contracting partner
is not compliant anymore to some conditions listed in article 3 for the service provision.
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1.3 SP registration : define the consequences of the lack of
compliance with the obligations set by article 4 of the Decision
2009/750/EC
1.3.A Main contractual issues and feedback on experience
The SP registration is not required for the REETS pilot. However, the REETS Project shall
address the SP Registration since it is identified as challenging by the members of the
consortium for it is still requested for the EETS.
It is necessary to define the consequences of the lack of compliance with the obligations
set by article 4 of the Decision 2009/750/EC (including the expiration of the 30-month delay
(24+6) and, in particular, if the EETS provider loses its status or not).

1.3.B Current situation description
1.3.B.a Directive / Decision
The Decision does not explicitly demonstrate what happens in case of insufficient coverage
after the 24 + 6 month delay.
The article 4-2 simply states that “EETS Providers shall make a yearly declaration to the
Member State of registration concerning their EETS domains coverage.”
Furthermore, the information on the SP current coverage is the only obligation in article 4
which monitoring is clearly defined. The Decision does not explain how the other obligations are monitored (and if they have to be monitored).
We shall notice that the full coverage within 24+6 months is not mentioned in article 3
(“Requirements to be fulfilled by EETS Providers”) but in article 4 (“Rights and obligations
of EETS Providers”). One could argue – in a literal interpretation of the Decision - that
since the full coverage is not a requirement to become an EETS Provider, the status
should not be lost: failing to fulfil its duties does not mean losing its status... a comparison
could be made with other existing status with prerequisites and obligations.


In the medical field, doctors are often mandatorily registered in professional associations (generally established by the law). Some conditions are settled for this
registration (appropriate diplomas, requirement of a minimum professional experience...) They have also some duties (Hypocrate’s oath...). In case of severe infringement of these duties, their registration can be cancelled, but never automatically, and generally after long procedures.



Candidates for a new nationality shall also fulfil some requirements to obtain this
nationality. After the naturalization as national citizens, they are subject to some
obligations (military service, civic duties of juror...). They may obviously encounter sanctions if they do not fulfil these duties, but their nationalities are rarely
dismissed - and at least never automatically...

Moreover, we notice that in case of de-registration by the MS, the Service Provider could
immediately apply for a new registration and a fresh 24+6 month delay: there is nothing in
the Decision 2009/750/EC that would allow the MS to refuse the registration request based
on the previous experience (except if the “good repute” requirements includes this case for
the MS... but the “transposition in local law” chapters states that it is not the case at least in
MS known by the REETS project members.)
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1.3.B.b Application Guide
The application guide is tougher with non compliant EPs than the Decision 2009/750/EC:
“The infringing service provider may be deprived from its EETS registration and the decision made public.”: this deprivation is not mentioned in the Decision.

1.3.B.c Transposition in local law
No major changes from the Decision provisions in the observed transpositions. No MS
known by the Consortium members has set-up deregistration procedures and conditions.
Moreover, the “good repute” requirement is never defined as “absence of past deregistration for insufficient coverage”...

1.3.B.d Existing contracts
Existing TC-SP contracts do not address the registration obligations set by article 4.

1.3.C Recommendations
1.3.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
The absence of full coverage after 24 + 6 months does not affect Toll Chargers.
Pursuant to Communication of the Commission Com (2012) 474: “Some Toll Chargers are
proposing a contractual clause which automatically ends the contract if the EETS provider
has not reached full European coverage within 24 months. Such a clause sets a considerable business risk and discourages potential EETS providers. This was not the legislator's
intention, which was to prevent that an EETS Provider would concentrate only on the most
profitable markets and unduly delay its coverage of the others. The loss of the status of
EETS provider depends on public authorities and should be decided only if there is no
genuine intention from the part of the concerned organisation to reach full European coverage.”

1.3.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
As mentioned above, the absence of full coverage after 24 + 6 months does not affect Toll
Chargers.
According to Article 4.2, SPs “shall inform their users of their EETS domains coverage and
of any changes thereto”. Nevertheless Users can be affected if the SP has strongly communicated on the full coverage (and undertook the commitment in the SP-User contract).
But in that case, it is a “simple” infringement of a contract (the User–SP contract). Furthermore, a de-registration will not solve the issue for the final user...
Consequently, the loss of the SP status has no real utility from TCs’ and Users’ point of
view.
Of course, the full coverage is a strong requirement from the Commission, which wants to
obtain a complete coverage by as many SPs as possible. But this obligation is a very
strong barrier to the entry into force of the EETS. Contracting and testing costs in every
Toll Domain can represent a huge investment for both SPs and TCs; if there is not enough
user demand for such an extensive coverage, SP’s business models can be significantly
hindered.
Our recommendation for MS should be to keep very “understanding” regarding the full
coverage obligation, and stick to the Decision provisions, since we have demonstrated
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above that a de-registration is not mentioned by the Decision, and that an immediate new
registration request could not be refused.
We also recommend revising the Application Guide, removing the sentence mentioning the
deprivation from the EETS registration in case of insufficient coverage. The deprivation
shall remain possible, but should not be suggested to the MS: some TCs consider these
obligations (and in particular the full coverage) as an important condition, and some don’t.
Contract termination in case of lack of compliance or loss of EP registration shall be neither
automatic, nor forbidden. This issue should be left to bilateral negotiations since the Decision does not mention any obligation to terminate the contract.
The Application Guide could also be amended with the provision of the Communication EC
as cited above.
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1.4 SP registration : complete or adapt the territoriality rule
1.4.A Main contractual issues and feedback on experience
The SP registration is not required for the REETS pilot. However, the REETS Project shall
address the SP Registration since it is identified as challenging by the members of the
consortium for it is still requested for the EETS.
It is necessary to complete or adapt the territoriality rule (i.e. which State is relevant to register non European Service Providers?) to clarify the process and help all stakeholders (including MS) to perform their tasks without any discrimination in favour of non-European
SPs.
Indeed, criteria defining the relevant Member State need to be clarified.

1.4.B Current situation description
1.4.B.a Directive / Decision
There is not any restriction established by the Directive or by the Decision regarding the
nationality of EETS Providers: they could be European or not. The only territoriality rule is
set by article 2 and 3 of the Decision 2009/750/EC and states that the relevant Member
State is the State where the Service Provider is established. This territoriality rule is not
applicable to non-European Providers.

1.4.B.b Application Guide
Pursuant to the Application guide, the company seeking registration as an EETS Provider
can be a subsidiary, branch, agency, office or other establishment of any other company.
However the status of EETS Provider belongs strictly to the company registered as such
by a Member State. The principal place of business of the mother company(ies) can be
somewhere else in the European Union. Subsidiaries, branches, agencies, offices etc. of
extra European Union mother company(ies) shall be treated in compliance with international treaties and conventions.

1.4.B.c Transposition in local law
This issue is not dealt with in regulation at Member States’ level.

1.4.B.d Existing contracts
Not applicable to TC-SP contracts.

1.4.C Recommendations
1.4.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
Not applicable to WP1 participants (EC or MS level issue)

1.4.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
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European regulation should define the rules for non-European companies (i.e. companies
registered outside EU). Since the registration has to be granted by a MS anyway, we can
only recommend that with respect to international trade agreements:


either companies legally registered outside the EU territory can apply in any MS;



or these companies have to incorporate an establishment in a MS.
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1.5 SP Accreditation procedure
1.5.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
According to the Glossary, this Accreditation procedure covers all technical, procedural
and contractual steps to be followed by a registered SP in order that its OBE could be accepted in a Toll Domain for toll transactions.
It includes:


Provision by the SP of the certificate given to the Manufacturer by the Toll
Charger to demonstrate that the OBU conforms to the Toll Domain specification
(refer to D2.1)



Suitability for use tests performed for the OBE after personalization by the SP
(refer to D2.1)



Contractual agreement.

Two issues have been identified: a procedural issue and a contractual issue.


The procedural issue is that SP need from the very start of the procedure to be
provided with exhaustive information on all the requirements they will have to fulfil.



The contractual issue is that the SP needs to feel secured regarding the framework and the toll context; In particular, the SP needs to rely on a secured contractual relationship with the TC, including the basis on its accreditation. In some
cases, the risk of doubts on the applicable version of the technical and procedural documentation can be an issue.

1.5.B Current situation description
1.5.B.a Directive / Decision
In article 5.3 states that “Acceptance of an EETS Provider in a toll domain (...) may also be
subject to specific contractual conditions.”
Except in annex I.1 dealing with the guarantee and with the fixed charges imposed on SPs
by TCs regarding “the costs for the TC to provide, operate and maintain an EETS compliant system in EETS Toll Domain when such costs are not included in the toll”, the Decision
leaves the contractual provision to the TC-SP negotiation. The decision mainly deals with
the suitability for use.

1.5.B.b Application Guide
The Application guide does not provide additional information.

1.5.B.c Transposition in local law
No additional provision found in local transpositions.

1.5.B.d Existing contracts
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The existing contracts define either in their EETS domain statement or in the bilateral
agreement the details on how to perform and finance the suitability for use tests.

1.5.C Recommendations
1.5.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
Regarding the procedural issue, TC should provide, at the very beginning of the procedure
and together with a Non Disclosure Agreement if needed, the framework for the technical,
functional and operational tests and requirements.
The main stake is fairness, level-playing field and transparency at that stage. This is why
the main contractual clauses should be public.
All toll domain statements should mention all essential requirements, in particular:


Indication that the certificate regarding conformity to specifications of the Toll
Domain Statements is required;



Definition of suitability for use tests (the Toll Charger performs the Suitability for
Use Test on interoperability components in collaboration with the SP. The test
run must successfully meet the requirements in order to be considered positively
completed.
This test run must be completed end-to-end, i.e. one test that guarantees sufficient transaction quality in accordance with the quality requirements defined: a
functioning settlement interface, a functioning back office data exchange, a concept for a customer hotline in accordance with the conditions of the guidelines for
the EETS Domain);



List of the contractual requirements to be defined to finalize the contract (guarantee for instance);



Regarding the contractual issue, the contract should clearly settle the version of
the accreditation procedure successfully followed by the SP to be accepted by
the TC within the contracting procedure. In order to secure the contractual situation of the SP, the accreditation procedure followed should be attached as an
annex to the contract between the SP and the TC.

1.5.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
No particular recommendation.
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1.6 Exchange of Exception lists
1.6.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
As the SP guarantees the amount of toll generated by its OBUs, the exception list procedures need to be clearly defined, as they have a big impact on various business processes
between the TC and the SP. The exchange of exception lists covers:


the shift of payment obligation between SP and TC if used as a grey list or
black list;



the information about the EETS OBUs issued to the service users if used as a
white list;



the information about basis for commercial conditions to be applied by the TC
in a discount scheme (if applicable) if used as a user list.

1.6.B Current situation description
1.6.B.a Directive / Decision
The EETS Directive 2004/52/EC does not state details about the exchange of exception
lists.
The Annex I (2) of the EETS Decision 2009/750/EC requires a TC to state the toll transaction policy in regard to black list in his EETS domain statement.
An implementation of a standardized back office interface for blacklists is required according to Annex II (4) (d) of the EETS Decision 2009/750/EC.
According to Article 4 (6) of the EETS Decision 2009/750/EC the EPs shall keep lists of invalidated on-board equipment related to their EETS contracts with the EETS Users. Such
lists shall be maintained in strict compliance with the Community rules on the protection of
personal data as set out, inter alia, in Directive 95/46/EC and Directive 2002/58/EC.
According to Article 5 (5) of the EETS Decision 2009/750/EC the TCs shall accept on their
EETS domains any operational on-board equipment from EPs with whom they have contractual relationships which have been certified in accordance with Annex IV and which do
not appear on a list of invalidated on-board equipment referred to in Article 7(3).
According to Article 7 (3) of the EETS Decision 2009/750/EC that where an EP has sent a
TC a list of invalidated on-board equipment referred to in Article 4(6), the EETS Provider
shall not be held liable for any further toll incurred through the use of such invalidated onboard equipment. The number of entries in the list of invalidated OBE, the list’s format and
its updating frequency shall be agreed between TCs and EPs.

1.6.B.b Application Guide
The Application guide details in its description of the applicable sub-interface 3.4, that the
exception lists should make use of the formats defined in EN ISO 12855.
Such a list used to indicate invalidated OBEs may include Personal Account Number
(PAN), the Contract serial number, the license plate number and/or the OBU-ID.
The requirement from Article 7 (3) of the EETS Decision 2009/750/EC is repeated in chapter 5.2 of the Application guide.
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1.6.B.c Transposition in local law
No additional provision found in local transpositions.

1.6.B.d Existing contracts
As most systems were already in use before the EETS Decision 2009/750/EC came into
force, these systems use proprietary means to exchange lists of invalidated OBEs. It is a
part of WP4 of the REETS project to identify any possible harmonization in this regard.
CEN TC278 WG1 works also on interoperable application profiles for the exchange of data
via the back office interface, which limits the multitude of options of the underlying EN ISO
12855 as its base standard.
The following provisions can be found in some existing TC-SP contracts or EETS Toll Domain Statements. TCs when drafting their EETS toll domain statements, or SPs and TCs
when negotiating bilateral contracts can use them as examples:
“SP obligations


send a grey list/black list by the means of an exception list whenever he needs to
revoke the payment guarantee for an OBE issued to an User. The conditions
and the periods of time when the acceptance of an OBE within a toll regime are
limited are solely in the responsibility of the SP that issued the OBE. Any such
decision to revoke the validity of an OBE leads to a new entry1 in the grey
list/black list.
An entry in the grey list shall be removable by sending a new grey list by the
means of an exception list.
An entry in the black list [shall/shall not] be removable by sending a new black
list by the means of an exception list.



generate his black list/exception list and shall send it to the TC according to the
defined timing and frequency.
The responsibility of the delivery of a valid black list/exception list on time to the
TC lies always with the SP.



not send any exception list to the TC within announced maintenance windows.

TC obligations


validate the formal correctness of the message and shall either acknowledge or
dispute it to the sending SP according to the defined timing. This process can also be handled by central data hub, if applicable.



if a formal error in the received exception list is detected the whole list shall be
disputed.



if an error in the content of the received exception list is detected a partial acceptance of the list shall be possible, where only the non-disputed entries are
accepted and become valid.

1

An entry in the grey list/black list always consists of at least the Personal Account Number (PAN), the OBUID, the Context Mark and a reason code indicating the reason for blocking.
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make sure, that an OBE which is associated to a grey list/black list entry is no
longer accepted in his toll domain after the end of any potential grace2 period for
blocking.



make sure, that an OBE which is associated to a removed grey list[/black list] entry is accepted again in his toll domain after the end of the grace period for unblocking.



make sure that the black list bit in an OBE which is associated to a black list entry is set after the end of the grace period for setting a black list bit, if supported
by the TC.



the SP is allowed to stop the processing of a grey list/black list if an unreasonable amount of OBE would be blocked by the processing according to the limits
agreed between the TC and the SP. The TC shall inform the SP about such a
condition within one hour to ask for guidance on whether to process the stopped
grey list/black list or discard it;



the SP is carrying all risks associated with the collection of the fee/toll in all circumstances except for the following cases where the Toll Charger is carrying the
risk for non-payment:


a claim for improper charge of fee/toll has been submitted to the TC and
the TC is not able to verify the passage or the accuracy of the charged
amount;



a passage with the use of an OBE which is stated on a grey list/black list
provided on an exception list actually distributed in strict compliance with
the
procedures
provided
for
in
[EETS_back_office_interface_specification].”

NB: TCs have no right to modify SP’s blacklists, but can have their own black lists.

1.6.C Recommendations
1.6.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
TC-SP contracts (or EETS Toll Domain Statements) shall deal with:


Frequency of transmission with a maximum level



Format, number of entries, generic blocking …



Grace period allowed after the reception of an Exception list to block an OBU before the shift of payment obligation takes place



Grace period allowed after the reception of an Exception list to unblock an OBU.



Define types of exception lists and implications of their use



Handling of exception events, where a lot of vehicles would get blocked / unblocked if the transferred exception list would be processed. Should there be a
safety net where the TC can/shall ask the SP before processing it?



Handling of Exception lists transmitted during release windows, where the TC’s
central system is down.
2

The grace period for the activation of any new grey list/black list entries ends according to the defined timing
after which the liability for any toll transactions with excepted OBE is transferred from the EP to the TC (i.e.
the payment guarantee of the EP ends).
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If both the TC and the SP decide upon blacklisting, it may lead to undefined procedures, where a SU is blocked by a TC in one toll domain but not in another
and where the SP has no knowledge of such a blacklisting.



Therefore a procedure is required, where the TC requests the blocking of an
OBE from the SP including a reason for the blocking. The SP has to comply with
this request within a defined grace period..

1.6.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
No recommendation identified.
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1.7 TC-SP back office data exchange
1.7.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
Data transmissions, which are to be specified in technical annexes to the contract, have also a significant relevancy for the responsibilities, liability shifts and SLA/KPI sections of the
contract.
TC-SP data exchanges are technical rather than contractual issues and, as such, are also
addressed by WP4.

1.7.B Current situation description
1.7.B.a Directive / Decision
The EETS Directive 2004/52/EC does not state any details about the data exchange on the
back office interface between TC and EP.
An implementation of a standardized back office interfaces for the exchange of toll declaration data, invoicing/settlement, exception handling data, black lists, trust objects and toll
context data is required according to Annex II (4) of the EETS Decision 2009/750/EC.

1.7.B.b Application Guide
The Application guide details in its description of the applicable interface 3, that the back
office data exchange should make use of the formats defined in EN ISO 12855.
This interface covers the same sub-interfaces already mentioned in the EETS Decision
2009/750/EC. Unfortunately the application guide defined in sub-interface the exchange
and settlement of invoices which is not covered by EN ISO 12855. The interface on payment claims covers only elements, which are needed for the invoicing of the SU.

1.7.B.c Transposition in local law
No additional provision found in local transpositions.

1.7.B.d Existing contracts
As most systems were already in use before the EETS Decision 2009/750/EC came into
force, the data exchange between TC and SP uses proprietary means and formats. It is a
part of WP4 of the REETS project to identify any possible harmonization in this regard.
CEN TC278 WG1 works also on interoperable application profiles for the exchange of data
via the back office interface, which limits the multitude of options of the underlying EN ISO
12855 as its base standard.
The following contractual provisions on back office data exchange can be found in some
EETS domain statements or the bilateral contract3 between TC and SP:
“”Data exchange between the TCs and SPs is based on an FTP transfer through an encrypted VPN tunnel. The public internet is used as the underlying communication media.
The HUB and the central systems of the connected TCs and SPs shall be connected to the

3

The source of the following provisions mentioned hereafter is the Easy Go contract.
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internet with the capacity and security architecture that is required to perform a smooth and
secure operation of the EETS service.
The TCs and SPs are responsible for uploading any data transferred through the back office exchange interface to the recipient.
The Toll Charger shall transfer all relevant usage information as defined in
[EETS_back_office_interface_specification] to the SP regarding:


an electronically or manually registered passage or toll transaction in a lane or
an artificially constructed transaction not later than thirty (30) days from the time
the passage or toll transaction took place,



a video based transaction converted into a toll transaction by the use of a white
list not later than ninety (90) days from the time the passage took place,



a video based transaction without a valid white list entry converted into a toll
transaction after a successful claim by an SU because of the unnecessary use of
enforcement measures or an external debt collector not later than one hundred
eighty (180) days from the time the passage took place or



a retroactive payment transaction not later than seven (7) days from the time the
Service User performed the retroactive payment at the Toll Charger.

Any relevant information regarding a passage or toll transaction which is transferred to the
SP after this time limits may either be rejected by the SP or are exempted from his payment guarantee according to sub-clause [EETS_payment guarantee] if they are accepted
by the SP.
The SP and TC represents and guarantees that the management of any data collected,
exchanged and electronic processed in the exercise of the agreement shall be strictly limited to the management of those data necessary to achieve the purposes of the EETS service and to allow the validity checking of the OBE when the SU passes through the EFC
lanes. It is understood that under no circumstances such management shall violate any
legislation, regulation, discipline, rule, public measure both at European and national level
relating to protection of personal data.
Each TC is responsible for storing all his own transaction data according to the local data
protection regulations including the received confirmation data.
Each SP is responsible for storing all received transaction data according to the local data
protection regulations including the sent confirmation data.
In addition, relevant data may exist at external parties such as identification of the vehicle
owner at the national vehicle registers.
The main rule regarding storage of transaction data is that the parties follow their national
legislation, but in an EETS context the parties are entitled to delete data after 48 months if
not in conflict with national legislation.
Both SP and TC shall register a data application with the local data protection authorities if
personal or transaction data is exchanged concerning a SU and keep a detailed log if data
is exchanged in connection with the handling of a claim.”
Some other EETS domain statements do not prefer ftp transfer for data exchange. Nevertheless, TC-SP contracts refer to the chosen technical method for the back office interface
as defined in Toll Charger's specifications.
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1.7.C Recommendations
1.7.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
The contract between TC and SP shall define:


Responsibility and guarantee implications of the data transmissions



Explicitly state the impact of the particular data transmission in guarantee and liability shift schemes (e.g., from SP to TC or vice versa), link to contractual provisions that define those schemes



If the implication of the particular data transmission is tied to any kind of a time
period (such as when the blacklist enters into force or when the payment is due),
define the start and end of the period.



Taking into account the pan-European reach of EETS, all periods defined in
days should be based on calendar days or working days (definition of working
days: according to Annex V Nr. 1 of the guideline of the ECB/2007/2), all definitions of hours should be stated in UTC to avoid misinterpretation in different time
zones and during shift to summer time.



Role of the data transmission in the financial relationship between TC and SP,
reflecting the nature of the toll



Define data transmission that have the following transactional meaning:





Payment claims (or other messages) that automatically trigger payment obligation of the SP with the defined payment terms (starting
with the transmission of the claim)



Receivables assignment offer & acceptance



Payment request/Invoices with / without VAT relevance

Impact and solution of the following situations:


Inability to execute the transmission by one of the parties (and associated liability)



Failure to acknowledge receipt of the data (and associated liability, if
applicable)



Failure to process the correctly received data in the recipient’s system (and associated liability)

1.7.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
An important element is the back office data exchange between Service Providers and Toll
Chargers.
The project of interoperable application profile ISO 12855 should be helpful, providing
messages and data elements for the data exchange in a complex scheme like EETS and
therefore should help reducing the implementation efforts of Service Providers and Toll
Chargers.
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2 Financial and fiscal
2.1 Credit protection
2.1.A Main contractual issues and feedback on experience
Protection of TC’s revenues is a major prerequisite to the acceptance of a third party (SP)
between the TC and the User.
The consortium has identified 2 major issues to deal with:
Issue 1: administrative burden and administrative costs associated with parallel usage of multiple credit protection instruments
The nature, amount, period and renewal rules of the credit protection to be provided differ
from a TC to another. Consequently, the same protection tool cannot be used by the SP to
cover all its contracts. SPs shall consequently work with various credit protections, not always issued by the same stakeholders. It can be considered as a barrier to EETS implementation.
Issue 2: Cost of credit protection
Whatever the nature of the protection is, it is generally provided by a third party, and its
costs degrade the general EETS business model and the attractiveness of the Service; It is
consequently a proprietary task to reduce this significant cost block.
The cost of credit protection is mainly determined by:


Its nature (bank guarantee, corporate guarantee, credit default insurance, escrow account...)



Its amount

The amount of guarantee shall not be analysed in isolation: guarantee is a mitigation
measure against EETS Provider’s default risk: we shall analyse consequently the risk of
loss for the TC, in case of SP’s default.
In the toll collection process - between the user’s circulation and the corresponding toll
transfer on the TC’s bank account - we have identified 3 steps, associated with 3 durations:


Step 1: “Clearing period “ from the usage of a toll domain by the vehicle to the
mutual agreement on the billing details between TC and SP or the receipt of an
invoice/payment request by the SP (which includes the billing details). The duration of this step is the collection period (plus –generally- a few days necessary to
issue the invoice or payment request).



Step 2: “Payment term” from the reception of the billing details or the invoice/payment claim to the contractual payment date. The duration of this step is
the payment term.



Step 3: “Toleration before guarantee call” from the first day after the contractual
payment date to call for guarantee or other credit protection tool. It is noted that
in some cases, the call for guarantee delay is measured from the invoice date
and not from the payment date. But the reasoning is similar: there is a delay (that
may be zero days...) between the theoretical payment date and the call for guarantee.
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Step 1: Clearing
Period

Day 0:
Toll Event
(Users
circulate the
Toll Domain)

Day X:
Invoice
received by
the EP

Step 2: Payment
term

Day X+Y:
Invoice Paid
by the EP

Step 3: Toleration before
guarantee call
(in case of non payment)

Guarantee
Call

The default will be detected by the TC at the end of step 3 at the latest, when no way was
found to solve the payment incident. At this moment, the TC will call for the guarantee (or
other credit protection tool).
The maximum amount of the losses is the sum of:


The toll amount that should already have been paid. Estimation: maximum daily
toll transaction amount multiplied by the step 3 duration;



The toll amount where the associated billing details have already been sent, but
which was not due yet. Estimation: maximum daily toll transaction amount multiplied by the step 2 duration;



The toll amount where the associated billing details have not yet been sent (but
already “generated” by User’s circulation): Estimation: maximum daily toll transaction amount multiplied by the step 1 duration.

The credit protection amount should be used at most if the TC needs the risk to be fully
covered, the 3 steps cumulated duration multiplied by the average toll transaction amount.
If the TC accepts a partial coverage of the risk, the amount of the credit protection can represent a certain percentage of the previously calculated amount. In every case, this
amount shall be taken into consideration when setting up the credit protection amount.

2.1.B Current situation description
2.1.B.a Directive / Decision
Issue 1: administrative burden and administrative costs associated with parallel usage of multiple credit protection instruments
Toll Domain Statements shall contain information regarding the guarantee (annex I.1 “This
may include as well provisions on a bank guarantee or equivalent financial instrument”),
but the precise nature of the information is not specified: bank guarantee “or equivalent”.
The Decision 2009/750/EC does not necessarily require providing information on the
amount, maximum amount, calculation rules at TC level: the decision leaves these provisions to bilateral negotiations.
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On the other hand, according to the Decision (annex I.2), a toll domain statement shall
contain:
“(c) Invoicing policy;
(d) Payment policy”.
Consequently, some information regarding the first two steps defined in Issue 2 description, shall be set up at Toll Domain level (and consequently not left to bilateral negotiation).
The level of this information is not detailed.
Issue 2: Cost of credit protection
A maximum amount is set up in the Decision 2009/750/EC, annex I.1: “a bank guarantee
or equivalent financial instrument, which shall not exceed the average monthly toll transaction amount”

2.1.B.b Application Guide
Issue 1: administrative burden and administrative costs associated with parallel usage of multiple credit protection instruments: the Application Guide does not issue any
further recommendation regarding the nature or amount of the credit protection.
Issue 2: Cost of credit protection): it provides some recommendations on how “invoicing
Policy” and “payment policy” should be understood.
In chapter 5.3.4. “Content of a toll domain statement”, we can find:
“1.2.3. Invoicing policy [Decision 2009/750/EC, Annex I.2(c)]: e.g. invoicing periodicity,
format and content, language, value dates;
1.2.4. Payment policy [Decision 2009/750/EC, Annex I.2(d)]: e.g. due date, currency, penalties / compensation for payment delays / anticipation, interests calculation and liquidation”
Consequently, the Application Guide states that the invoicing periodicity (our “step 1”) and
the due date (our “step 2”) can be set at Toll Domain level. But it is not mandatory - invoicing periodicity and due date are considered as examples.
There is no recommendation regarding the durations of these steps.

2.1.B.c Transposition in local law
No additional provision found in local transpositions.

2.1.B.d Existing contracts
Preliminary note: As far as some national tax schemes are concerned (French Eco tax,
Polish one...), guarantee of the level and the nature, as well as payment terms, are set up
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by the national regulation and not at TC-SP contract level. Nevertheless, it does not
change the reasoning on these issues.
Issue 1: administrative burden and administrative costs associated with parallel usage of multiple credit protection instruments
The nature of the requested credit protection may vary from TCs to TCs, but the bank
guarantee is clearly the preferred option (it is accepted by all TCs), and frequently the
only one authorized. The bank’s credit rating is variable, from A+ to BBB+ (Standard &
Poor’s).
The other credit protection ways mentioned are: Insurance company guarantee, credit default insurance, cash deposit, corporate guarantee (with a certain credit rating for the corporate).
These prescriptions are always set up at Toll Domain level (and consequently not left to bilateral negotiations). Moreover, obligations regarding the bank’s credit rating are also
sometimes found.
The guarantee’s durations and renewal rules are defined in very different ways, but with
the obvious common objective to always cover the SP’s activity, without any guarantee interruption. When a minimum duration is required, this duration is at most 13 months.
See Issue 2 for the analysis on the amounts.
Issue 2: cost of credit protection
The guarantee amount is designed to cover a risk of non payment – generally up to one
month of average toll (the maximum authorized by the Decision 2009/750/EC).
Toll Domain
AISCAT
Seopan
ASFINAG
BMVI
Eco-Taxe
EZV
GDDKiA
Sund & Baelt
TIS - PL

Amount of guarantee
Calculation based on the number of OBU and tolls
yearly billed
1 month of toll
1 month of toll
1 month of toll
1 month of toll
Not yet defined
1 month of toll
1 month of toll
Double average invoicing cycle

Comparing the financial consequences of a payment default and the maximum guarantee
authorized by the Decision 2009/750/EC, the following figure shows that the payment default risk is not 100% covered by the maximum amount authorized.
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Moreover, having the payment guarantee based on the average amount of toll collected instead of the maximum amount of toll further increases the risks for TCs and the TC should
also be able to recover the additional costs of pursuing unpaid tolls from the SP.

Maximum risk covered by the guarantee
according to the Decision (1 month)
2 weeks

AISCAT

Subject to bilateral negotiation
Subject to bilateral negotiation

ASETA
ASFINAG

1 day

28 days

8 days

BMVI

1 day

28 days

?

Eco-Taxe

1 month

1 month + 10 days
Subject to bilateral negotiation

EZV
GDDKiA

2 weeks + 3 days max.

Sund & Baelt

1 week

14 days

0 days

10 days

8 days

Subject to bilateral negotiation

TIS - PL

KEY :

Step 1: Clearing Period

Step 2: Payment Term

Step 3: Toleration before guarantee call

2.1.C Recommendations
2.1.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
Issue 1: administrative burden and administrative costs associated with parallel usage of multiple credit protection instruments
Since the credit protection amount differs from one TC to another (because the estimated
toll collected on each Toll Domain are different), and since this credit protection should be
related to a dedicated TC-SP contract, SPs will have to issue one credit protection certificate (guarantees or other kind of protections) per toll domain.
For an SP, the easiest way to harmonize the nature of these credit protections is to provide
a separate bank guarantee for each Toll Domains (the bank guarantee is accepted by all
TCs observed). Nevertheless, a bank guarantee is one of the costliest protection tools.
SPs that can access to a sufficient Corporate Guarantee (accepted on some Toll Domains)
will probably prefer using this protection tool even if it increases the number of different
guarantees used in its activity. Consequently, regarding the nature of the credit protection,
there is no significant harmonization way identified.
On the other hand, the renewal rules could be easily harmonized. The best way to facilitate
the administrative work for SPs would be to settle a common renewal date every year to
avoid reapplying to bank guarantees all along the year and concentrate these administrative tasks). For instance, guarantees could be issued for a duration of 13 months, from the
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1st of January to the 31st of January of the next year, and should be renewed between the
1st and the 31st of January. Incomplete years (the first months of the contract) would obviously require particular guarantees issued from the contract starting date to the next 31st of
January.
The other requirements (template used for the guarantee, credit rating of the issuer) could
also be harmonized, but it is not demonstrated that the result is worth the effort – a common guarantee template would probably not be used since every credit establishment
generally have and use their own models, and harmonizing the minimal rating would mean
changes in the legal national environments for national charging schemes established by
the law.
Issue 2: cost of credit protection
We have illustrated in the previous chapter that without any changes in the invoicing cycles, a reduction of the guarantee amount was not acceptable, since even the maximum
amount authorized does not cover 100% of the default risk.
Common recommendations for issues 1 and 2:
During each contract negotiation, alternatives to bank guarantees at first demand should
systematically be evaluated: TCs should also take into account the credit rating of the
SPs, and consider the combination of different alternatives. The bank guarantee should be
regarded as one of the solutions.
These alternative ways forward have been indentified and analysed:


A reduction in the invoicing cycle duration

TCs could invoice more frequently, payment terms could be reduced... It would allow a reduction of the amount. But it could also change the SPs’ business models, it would also
probably require some harmonisations with user’s frequency of settlements, and some legal changes will be necessary when the fee is a tax and its settlement cycle is set by the
Law.
This reduction of steps 1 and 2 duration is considered as rather difficult to obtain since proceeding to more frequent payments increases the administrative burden and bank transaction costs, and SP clients will probably not accept a reduction of the payment terms.


Establishing a mutual guarantee fund

or another mutual credit protection tool managed by - or on behalf of - a grouping of SPs,
but it would generate management costs (it is not demonstrated that the result would be
cheaper than a bank guarantee). The amount collected could be calculated to cover the
default of a “major” SP. And the period of the ramp-up phase until the mutual guarantee
fund is sufficiently endowed can be a further issue. But this alternative is not considered by
AETIS as a reliable alternative although the idea circulates in European circles.


Provision of securities to a Central Authority

Instead of providing a guarantee (or any other kind of bond) to each TC, each SP could
submit a single security to a central authority (to create). The number of bonds to provide
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would be significantly reduced (but of course not the total amount that would remain unchanged and would be proportional to the total amount of toll collected by the SP). Moreover, this solution will generate some operating costs.


Use Cash Collateral Accounts (“escrow accounts”)

The amount of the Toll collected by the SP is immediately transferred on this account, that
can only be debited by the TC. It could be cheaper than a bank guarantee (but could
change the treasury model of SPs). It should be noted that escrow accounts may not be
authorized by all national laws.


Finally, the burden could be shifted to TCs through Credit default insurances

It is possible for a TC to have a credit default insurance against the risk of a defaulting SP.
The advantage of credit default insurance is that a constant credit worthiness monitoring of
the insured SP by the insurer. As long as he deems that the SP has sufficient credit worthiness, he will keep up the level of the credit default insurance. If he deems that it is not
sufficient, he will either reduce the coverage or even cancel it.
There needs to be a certain amount of time until such a change is effective (e.g. 14 days or
one month) to give the TC and SP to work out a solution which could be:


the reduction of the payment terms, so that the outstanding amount is covered
by the remaining level of the credit default insurance;



the provision of a bank guarantee for the missing amount.

The TC is able to draw the credit default insurances according to its specific rules and time
lines at his leisure when a SP is defaulting on payment. Such a solution would provide a
possible harmonization, reduce the cost, as the cost for the credit default insurance would
be borne by the TCs and thus have not to be remunerated to the SPs.
But there is a risk on the level of these insurance premiums: either the TC does not provide
any information on its contracting SPs – and this uncertainty will encourage the insurance
company to increase its premium rates – or the TC provides information to the insurer, and
consequently each SP will have to provide the TC with information on its financial health
for the insurer... and the administrative burden will not significantly be reduced, compared
with other forms of credit protection.
And it has to be taken into account that the cost for the credit default insurance rises after a
default...

2.1.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
No direct recommendations found for external stakeholders (the idea of State Guarantees
for SPs has been raised, but the measure has few chances to be adopted.)
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2.2 VAT
2.2.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
VAT is not a challenge specific to the electronic toll collection, but was considered as a topic where clarification is clearly needed on different aspects:


Whether VAT is applicable or not;



Registration of the SP with the fiscal authorities of each country where toll was
collected on behalf of TCs.

Issue 1: Toll eligible to VAT (toll as a tax or a fee, operated by a public or a private
TC)?
Indeed, depending on the context, the toll can be either a tax or a fee.
The toll is a tax when its amount does not have to reflect the extent of the service offered.
The toll is a fee when its amount reflects the extent of the service provided to the user. It could be a fee whether the motorway service is provided to the user by a public or a
private TC.
Regarding the VAT issue, different situations have to be considered:


when the toll is a tax, it is not eligible to VAT;



when the toll is a fee , it can be eligible to VAT or not depending on the nature
and status of the Toll Charger.

The European Court (Case C-276/97 Commission of the European Communities v. French
Republic) and Articles 2, 9 and 12 of Directive 2006/112 (previously articles 2 and 4 of the
6th Directive on VAT dated 1977, May 17th) state that:
“In order for the exemption from value added tax for bodies governed by public law,
provided for by the first subparagraph of Article 4(5) of the Sixth Directive 77/388 on the
harmonisation of the laws of the Member States relating to turnover taxes, to apply as regards activities or transactions in which they engage as public authorities, two conditions
must be fulfilled: the activities must be carried out by a body governed by public law
and they must be carried out by that body acting as a public authority. As regards the
latter condition, activities pursued as public authorities are those engaged in by bodies
governed by public law under the special legal regime applicable to them and do not include activities pursued by them under the same legal conditions as those that apply to private traders.”
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These different situations could be figured as follows:

Tax

No
VAT

Toll
Public TC

No
VAT

Fee

Private TC
TCOperator

VAT

Issue 2: Registration of the SP with the fiscal authorities of each country where toll
was collected on behalf of TCs.
Collecting the toll on behalf of the TCs and also in some cases invoicing the final users
lead the SPs to register with the fiscal authorities of each country where toll transactions
have been performed.
Registration process with fiscal authorities is a burden for SPs and needs to be considered.
In particular, when the TC and the SP have decided that the SP is required to issue invoices to the end User, a separate invoice per country needs to be issued, with the VAT rate
applicable in this particular country (if not, as the fiscal authorities require an original invoice, the VAT refund process could last more than a year).
From the countries, currently included in scope of the REETS Project, five countries apply
VAT on tolls – Italy, France for TIS-PL, Spain, Austria, Denmark, and (partially) Poland.
Separate tax returns per country need to be filed every month with the authorities of each
country – this requires more extended tax accounting and competent resource, which in
the case of offering a national toll service only are not required. Once off registration costs
are incurred.

2.2.B Current situation description
2.2.B.a Directive / Decision
No particular provision identified in Directive 2004/52/EG nor in Decision 2009/750/EC

2.2.B.b Application Guide
N/A.

2.2.B.c Transposition in local law
No additional provision found in local transpositions.
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2.2.B.d Existing contracts
No specific provisions regarding VAT in the analysed existing contracts.
The European rule defined by the European Court (Case C-276/97 Commission of the European Communities v. French Republic, see above) is of course applicable to the two
French ETC systems and the consequences are clear to all stakeholders:


For Ecotaxe: no VAT applicable for the toll is the payment for a service of roads
infrastructure provided by a “body governed by public law” (i.e. the State acting
as a toll charger);



For TIS-PL: VAT is applicable depending on the nature of the toll charger, i.e.
VAT applicable for the tolls paid for the roads infrastructure service provided by
16 of the 17 toll chargers members of the TIS-PL Consortium, but there is no
VAT applicable for the toll due for the roads infrastructure service provided by
CCIH which is a “body governed by public law” as well as member of the TIS-PL
Consortium.

As a consequence of this European rule, since the launch of TIS-PL in 2007, any TIS-PL
issuer is required to charge a client for the TIS-PL roads infrastructure services and prepare proper invoice:


with VAT applicable to the TIS-PL transactions except CCIH
and



no VAT applicable to TIS-PL transactions on CCIH toll domain.

The TIS-PL Commission de télépéage never received any request/claim regarding the VAT
issue (including the reverse charge system), neither from the TIS-PL issuers, nor from any
non-French transport company.
A distinction shall be made between the “agency model” and “reseller model” as described
in section3.1.A.a. Pursuant to the ”agency model”, the SP will invoice the SU in the name
of the TC. In this case the SP doesn’t need to register with the fiscal authorities of each
country where toll is collected. According to the “reseller model” the SP will invoice the SU
in its own name. Using this model the SP has to register with the fiscal authorities of each
country where toll is collected.
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2.2.C Recommendations
2.2.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
Issue 1: Toll eligible to VAT (toll as a tax or a fee, operated by a public or a private
TC)?
Building a common understanding of the rules defining eligibility to or exemption from VAT
is required. Current situation regarding application or exemption from VAT could be summarized as follows:
Nature of toll
Member
State

Tax or Fee
Fee
exempted (subject or
from VAT
not to
(public TC)
VAT)

Toll

Name

Applicable to
Collection
vehicles…
Technology

Austria

√

GO Maut

> 3.5 tons

DSRC

Belgium

√

teletol

all vehicles

DSRC

Croatia
Czech

√
Premid

All Vehicles
> 3.5 tons

DSRC
DSRC

BroBizz

all vehicles

DSRC

Ecotaxe

> 3.5 tons

GNSS

TIS PL

> 3.5 tons

DSRC

LKW Maut

GNSS
DSRC
GNSS
DSRC
DSRC
DSRC

√
√

Denmark
France

√
√

France
Germany
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Italy
Italy

√
√
√
√
√
√

HU-GO
eToll
SIT-MP
Telepass

≥ 12 tons
All vehicles
> 3.5 tons
All vehicles
> 3.5 tons
All vehicles

√

t.tag

all vehicles

IR

√

Viatoll
Via Verde

> 3.5 tons
> 3.5 tons

DSRC
DSRC

Slovakia

√

e myto

> 3.5 tons

GNSS

Slovenia
Spain

√
√

ABC tag
Via T

All vehicles
all vehicles

LSVA /
RPLP

> 3.5 tons

DSRC
DSRC
DSRC/
GNSS +
Tachograph

NL
Poland
Portugal

Switzerland

UK

√

√

√

M6toll tag

all vehicles
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Additional Remarks

Passenger cars are requested to
have a vignette
Liefkenshoek Tunnel is separate,
where the charge is a fee and VAT
applies

At the Danish Bridges (Sund, Baelt)
the charge for all types of cars is a
fee and VAT applies
Ecotax will be a GNSS-based fee
(public TC)
TIS-PL is DSRC-based fee (private
TCs)

TEO and private operators.

Westerschelde Tunnel is separate,
where the charge is a toll and VAT
applies

Passenger cars are requested to
have a vignette

M6 motorway as well as some
tunnels/bridges where the road
charge is
a fee (incl. VAT)
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Schemes with no electronic toll collection (for the record - not subject to EETS decision):
Belgium
e-vignette
> 12 tons
n.a.
√
Bulgaria
Vignette
All vehicles
n.a.
√
Denmark
e-vignette
> 12 tons
n.a.
√
Lithuania
Vignette
All vehicles
n.a.
√
Latvia
Vignette
All vehicles
n.a.
√
Luxemburg
e-vignette
> 12 tons
n.a.
√
NL
e-vignette
> 12 tons
n.a.
√
√

Poland
Romania

√

Sweden
UK

√
√

transit toll
Rovignette
e-vignette
HGV Levy

all vehicles

n.a

All vehicles

n.a.

> 12 tons
> 12 tons

n.a.
n.a.

In Poland there are 3 motorways
concessionaires, outside Viatoll,
where fee (incl. VAT) is paid by
card

Remarks:
1. Countries in Blue are part of the REETS Project
2. Member States without road charging system at present:
Finland, Malta, Cyprus, Estonia

Moreover, TCs could help SPs to clarify the nature of the VAT with their national authority,
and provide every information regarding the VAT rules applicable in their MS on their Toll
Domain
Issue 2: Registration of the SP with the fiscal authorities of each country where toll
was collected on behalf of TCs.
Registration costs have to be compensated by the remuneration of the SP from the final
user (for the electronic toll collection and/or for other services provided to the user, such as
fiscal representation for instance).
In particular when the SP offers a service for the VAT refund, separate tax returns per
country need to be filed every month with the fiscal authorities of each country Consequently, SPs need to recover the costs of such registration/extended accounting.
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2.3 SP Remuneration
2.3.A

Main contractual issues and return on experience
It is acknowledged that the topic of SP Remuneration is not specific to EETS. However, as
having a viable business case for SPs is seen as a key factor for the success of EETS, this
Section will focus on relevant Issues, definitions, and recommendations.
The approach taken here is based on reviewing current national road charging schemes,
all of which include some form of remuneration for SPs by TCs. It is therefore natural that
in EETS, SPs expect to be remunerated, too, according to the tasks they perform and the
services they render to the TCs. The objective is to find common elements, which will
eventually fit in a framework that can be used to define Remuneration in a fair and transparent way and conforming to competition law.
The issues, identified around Remuneration, follow the standard pattern for any generic
analysis, that is:
Issue 1: Who should pay the Remuneration?
Should Remuneration be paid by the TC to the SP or is the SP expected to also pay something to the TC? Are Users expected to also pay Remuneration to the SP?
Issue 2: What for, i.e., for what services rendered?
The remuneration scheme should take into account the services, which are exchanged between TC’s and SPs. In most cases, the services, rendered by the SP, can be identified as
the services, which the TC would have to support on his own, if the SP was not present. A
non- exhaustive list of such services is offered
Issue 3: How is Remuneration defined?
Should it be a fixed fee (e.g., per circulating on-board unit, per transaction, or other) or a
percentage from toll amounts?
Issue 4: How is it paid, in practice, and when?
Should Remuneration be invoiced separately by the SP to the TC or can it be deducted
from the invoice the TC will issue to the SP for the settlement of due toll amounts? If not
deducted, should it be paid with the same frequency and payment terms, as toll amounts?
Can remuneration be invoiced and paid with a different frequency than toll payments?
Issue 5: Should Remuneration be considered a contractual issue?
Should the contract between the TC and the SP include any standard clauses on Remuneration?

2.3.B

Current situation description

2.3.B.a Directive / Decision
The Directive does not specifically address the issue of SP remuneration.
Annex 1 of the Decision includes a short reference to the fact that “Commercial conditions, which
shall be agreed upon by bilateral negotiations between the Toll Charger and the EETS Provider”,
should be included in the Toll Domain Statement.
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2.3.B.b Application Guide
The Application Guide speaks about defining fair remuneration rules. The relevant text is quoted below:
Article 5.3: Acceptance of EETS Providers; fair and non discriminatory contractualisation
“3.Toll Chargers shall accept on a non-discriminatory basis any EETS Provider requesting to provide
EETS on the EETS domain(s) under the Toll Charger’s responsibility.
Acceptance of an EETS Provider in a toll domain (...) may also be subject to specific contractual
conditions.”
Comments:
Any EETS Provider has the right to enter into contract negotiations with a Toll Charger and, if it fulfils
the EETS domain statement requirements, should obtain access to the corresponding EETS domain(s). The contractualisation process must be inspired by principles of transparency and fair pricing, according to the Decision’s preamble (7). In this respect, each Toll Charger should:
 set up consistent rules applicable to any EETS Provider;


seek for efficiency in the application of EETS;



create conditions for a permanent dialogue with EETS Providers in order to improve processes;



define fair remuneration rules in view of the services exchanged between the EETS Providers
and the Toll Charger.”

2.3.B.c Transposition in local law
No additional provision found in local transpositions.

2.3.B.d Existing Contracts
Currently, almost all national contracts include a clause on SP remuneration, which is expressed as either a percentage from the toll amounts, a fixed fee or a combination of both
– fixed fee and percentage.
The following examples were found in the Questionnaires, completed by some REETS
Project members:


SEOPAN: The TC undertakes to pay the SP in fees concept a percentage of the
amount of each transaction by OBE holders managed by that company in concession company tolls, as a unique compensation for the services rendered.



TIS-PL: idem.



Sund: Fixed Amount per transaction + percentage



Asfinag: Fixed amount per OBU and per transaction and/or percentage per transaction



Ressa: Remuneration varies per TC



AETIS: In the Ecotax contract, the remuneration is in 3 parts:
a.

Provision of the equipment

b.

Bank guarantee

c.

Service
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2.3.C

Recommendations

2.3.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
Issue 1: Who should pay the Remuneration?
There should be no limitation – either Party may have to pay to the other Party for services
exchanged. However, for practical reasons – unless legally/fiscally prohibited - remuneration may have to be agreed as a net result of the prevailing benefits, rather than having
each Party invoicing the other for their respective services. Consequently, if for example
the SP takes up more tasks vis-à-vis TC and Users than the TC (see list under Issue 2), it
is the TC who eventually pays a net remuneration to the SP.
Issue 2: What Services does the SP render to the TC and vice versa?
To illustrate the allocation of responsibilities and the changing role of the SP in an
(R)EETS/ environment, a value chain approach has been taken here.
The value chain covers the end-to-end process, as shown below. While there are value
chain elements, which are common for both TC and SPs, there are also some, which are
specific to the role of the SP, only (shown in bold):

Legal & Regulatory
1. (R)EETS Terms of service specification and management
2. (R)EETS Client contract development and change management
3. Obtaining regulatory registrations, approvals and licenses for operation in the
respective country (general, i.e. except for (R)EETS required registrations)
4. Maintaining a global risk management plan pursuant to (R)EETS requirements
Front-end OBE management
1. OBE procurement
2. OBE personalization
3. OBE distribution to service users
4. OBU exchange (end of life, quality issues, technical failure, change of vehicle
…)
5. OBE re-personalization (change of tariff relevant parameters, change of license
plate …)
6. Provision of service user support in OBU related matters (technical support, issues, faulty OBE creating a need to replace (R)EETS OBE with local pre-pay
OBE to bridge the period to (R)EETS OBE replacement etc.)
Customer (service user) relations and contracting (R)EETS services
1. Providing service users with information about the service and the toll domains.
2. Distribution (sales) of the means of (R)EETS interoperable OBE
3. Collecting contract and registration documentation from service users
4. Validating documentation received from service users, resolving of data quality
issues
5. Providing proof documents to TC (for verification only, if applicable)
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6. Processing of contracts and registrations via electronic interfaces, document
management of hard copies
7. Customer support, resolution of all service user issues related to service usage
in the TC's toll domain (claims handling)
8. Managing access to discount schemes put in place by the TC (if applicable)
(R)EETS Access
1. Preparing a global risk management plan and other documentation required for
the registration as SP
2. Obtaining certification of compliance with the general conditions set out in the
EETS domain statement
3. Contract conclusion with toll charger of the respective toll domain
4. Implementing and testing all communication interfaces necessary for operations
in the toll domain
5. Performing suitability for use testing
(R)EETS Toll Collection
1. Providing toll declaration to TC according to TC requirements, taking into account the context data received from TC
2. Exchanging trust objects with TC
3. Maintenance and distribution of blacklists to TC
4. Receiving and processing payment claims (invoicing / clearing data) from TC
(results of the billing process on top of the toll declaration data, i.e. “transactions”)
5. Pre-analyzing and providing service user claims to the TC
6. Comprehensive system monitoring to comply with TC requirements
7. Collecting KPI data and their provision to the TC
(R)EETS EPEP - TC Payment Processing
1. Providing payment guarantee to TC for eligible (i.e. non-blacklisted) claims towards OBE issued by the particular SP
2. Clearing with TC
3. Settlement with TC
4. Issuing of relevant accounting documents to TC (remuneration fee invoices, fiscal documentation of chargebacks etc.)
(R)EETS OBE Payment Processing: Service User - Service Provider
1. Managing service user accounts linked to (R)EETS OBE
2. Processing invoicing / settlement data from TC (results of the billing process on
top of the toll declaration data, i.e. “transactions”)
3. Issuing accounting documents to service users (invoices, statements) for toll
amounts incurred through (R)EETS OBU usage
4. Collection of toll receivables from service users
5. Managing payment risk of service users
Enforcement
1. Providing billing details for justification of TC claims towards service users in enforcement cases
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2. Providing personal data of service users to the TC for enforcement purposes
Finance
1. Receivables and cash flow management
2. Accounting
3. Financial reporting
4. Regulatory reporting
5. Contractual reporting (arising from the contract with the TC)
6. Taxes
However, because in the REETS system even the TC renders some services to the SP, it
seems appropriate to mention these services too. It must not be forgotten that the remuneration has to be defined fairly and in view of the services exchanged between SP and
TC. These services can be (non exhaustive list):) :
Checking compliance of SPs with the requirements of toll domain statement.
Development of an acceptance procedure for the access of SPs in the Toll Domain.
Suitability for use testing of OBUs.
Receiving OBU blacklists from SP and propagation throughout the TC's system.
Providing analytical data about the User transactions to SP.
Toll calculation, in toll domains where the SP is in charge of this and the SP request the TC to do it.
Development, maintenance and operation of the TC-SP data exchange platform.
Compared to current national non-interoperable systems, (R)EETS shifts existing or brings
new responsibilities for both SP’s and TCs, These should be recognized with regard to the
remuneration in, which, in the context of (R)EETS, will have to be contractually agreed by
the parties, in recognition for the services they renders.
A. On the SP side:
• New agenda related to interoperability management and administration
• New OBE management element, fully taking care by equipping the Service Users
with the OBEs
• Increased importance of the customer relations element (due to the provision of
full EETS service compared to payments in the past)
• New activities in the enforcement element, providing TC’s with data for enforcement cases
B. On the TC side
• Reducing of the OBE management element, as in the case of REETS this is taken
care of by the SP
• Increased burden of the administrative element due to extended scope of the external relationships with SPs
• Simplified payments management as it gets enveloped into a broader service
scope of the SP
• New activities related to interoperability management and context data provision –
e.g., provide an EETS-compatible system, so that SPs can do their business
Issue 3: How is Remuneration defined?
The toll domains have a direct effect on the remuneration scheme, as a fixed fee is very expensive for a high transaction volume toll domain with low fees while a percentage is not optimal to a
toll domain with low transaction volume but high fees. So, a direct link with tolling and the business case behind exists.
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Still, it is recommended to avoid implemented complex remuneration schemes, which may call
for heavy administration and accounting. The simplest scheme is defined as percentage from toll
amounts, to reflect potential changes to toll tariffs (and thus risk), is the preferred option, with periodical reviews by both parties, allowing to agree adjustments, in case agreed KPI’s are not met
or the underlying business conditions change significantly. Examples of such changes may include significant tariff adjustments, modifications of technology or adding of lucrative value added services. Other remuneration schemes (based on the number of transactions, kilometres
travelled etc.) should also take into account the credit risk, that is proportional to the amount collected.
The contract should explicitly state whether the percentage is applied on gross or net toll
amounts (in case VAT applies). The remuneration itself is subject to reverse charge – i.e., no
VAT is applied unless both the TC and the SP are residents of the same country.
Where a EETS service component is comparable to a component of the existing (national) Service, the remuneration for this EETS component should be derived from the cost of the respective existing component, always respecting national and EU law.
Issue 4: How is it paid, in practice, and when?
Again, the principle of simplicity should apply: unless legally or fiscally not possible, a scheme
where remuneration is deducted from the toll amounts, due by the SP to the TC, may be the most
efficient solution.
In case local legislation requires that a separate invoice is raised by the SP to the TC, such invoice should follow the frequency and payment terms of the invoice, issued by the TC to the SP
for the amounts, due by the Users, registered by the SP. Such approach will allow for swift reconciliation of payment flows and documents.
Issue 5: Should Remuneration be considered a contractual issue?
Remuneration is not a contractual issue, as such, however, as it is part of the commercial negotiation between TC and SP, the agreement needs to be reflected in an explicit clause in the contract between the 2 parties.
It should be explicitly acknowledged that the remuneration scheme will fairly reflect the services,
which the TC requires from the SP and the price should take into account all the services rendered. To allow the EETS Provider to market the EETS contract to the User, the remuneration
scheme in context of quality characteristics of the service and of cost and risk coverage should be
fair and not discriminating when compared to the remuneration served to national existing ETC
services providers taking however into account the differences between the two services.

2.3.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
As the issue of Remuneration is seen as a crucial factor for the successful of (R)EETS, further attention may be needed in future legislative work – e.g., Toll Domains definition, transposition of the Directive in national laws, etc.
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2.4 Cost sharing
e.g. costs for provision, operation and maintenance of an EETS compliant system in toll
domains and tests costs sharing between TC and SP (suitability for use)

2.4.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
This section shall focus on whether the EETS domain statements and/or contractual conditions imposed by a Toll Charger on different EETS Providers are non-discriminatory and
constitute the fair reflection of the costs and risks of the parties to the contract.
To be in line with EETS Decision 2009/750/EC, national regulations shall envisage, if any,
fixed charges applicable to all EETS Providers which shall be limited only to actual incurred
costs of Toll Charger.
Regarding the costs of suitability for use tests, TCs have the opportunity to ask for a contribution of SPs, but this contribution shall be defined on a non-discriminatory basis and be
limited to actual incurred costs of Toll Charger.
The rules on cost sharing shall be also transparent, i.e. information on rules on cost sharing shall be included in EETS domain statement.
And all kinds of “entrance fees” (fixed charges, including suitability for use costs, imposed
on SPs) are considered by Aetis as a barrier to start the service in a toll domain.

2.4.B Current situation description
2.4.B.a Directive / Decision
On EU law level, Annex 1 to EETS Decision 2009/750/WE dated 6 October 2009 in point 1
explicitly envisages the requirement for EETS domain statement to cover at least the fixed
charges imposed on EETS Providers based on the costs for the Toll Charger to provide,
operate and maintain an EETS compliant system in its toll domain when such costs are not
included in the toll. Moreover, according to Annex 1.2 d) to EETS Decision, payment policy
is characterized as procedural conditions to be included in EETS domain statement.
According to EETS Decision, thus, Toll Charger, may: (i) impose such fixed charges on
EETS Providers, provided that (ii) obligation to pay such fixed charges is included in the
EETS domain statement.
The EETS Decision though does not describe either the method of calculating such fixed
charges or does not introduce any maximum amount which can be imposed by Toll
Charger to EETS Provider.
Last but not least, as a general principle stemming from the provisions of EETS Decision,
the procedural conditions imposed by a Toll Charger on different EETS Providers, including provisions with respect to fixed charges, shall be non-discriminatory and shall fairly reflect such costs.

2.4.B.b Application Guide
Application Guide, in point 5.3.4 proposes what EETS domain statement may contain, provided, again, that it is addressed to all EETS Providers.
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According to Application Guide, Toll Charges may consider, as a part of economic elements of EETS domain statement, procedural conditions on:


sharing of liabilities and costs (e.g. sharing of the test procedures costs, etc.);



modalities of management of modifications asked for by any of the parties
(timeframe, acceptance procedures, costs allocations, etc.).

However, Application Guide does not propose any details as to how aforementioned costs
may be split between Toll Charger and EETS Provider or modified.

2.4.B.c Transposition in local law
No additional provision found in local transpositions.

2.4.B.d Existing contracts
Having reviewed sample contracts and toll domain statements, the different following approaches to fixed charges and sharing of costs are presented therein:
1) No fixed charges imposed but in case of incurring any expenses by Toll Charger with
relation to adjust TC system to the means of payment offered by EETS Provider, such
expenses may be borne by such EETS Provider;
2) Fixed charges imposed in EETS domain statements; administrative fee covering the
costs of suitability for use procedure;
3) Fixed charges to be paid upon commencement of operations which consist of actually
incurred by TC implementation costs; possibility to individually adapt TC system to exact SP but then such SP shall bear the costs associated with such individual adaptation;
4) Costs of approving SP, including all internal administration costs, legal costs and test /
trials administration costs shall be reimbursed by SP;
5) Fixed charge (basic charge) to be paid for entering into contract negotiations which is
then reimbursed in full to those EETS Providers who have been definitely authorized;
6) Fee covering testing and certification of the suitability of SP’s interoperability components shall be in an amount of the actually incurred costs per test run and per type of
On-Board Unit;
7) On contrary, the first round of suitability for use tests are free of charge;
8) Retesting of suitability of the SP’s interoperability components is charged either based
according to actual expenditure, or a flat rate is imposed for every re-test;
9) No fixed charges imposed as each party bear their own contracting costs;
10) Suitability for use costs are the responsibility of the EETS Provider to the extent of the
costs incurred.
What is definitely common to all described above EETS domain statements and/or contracts, is that they include:
1) precise and explicit requirements with regards to possibility to require fixed charges
from EETS Providers which are applicable to all EETS Providers,
2) the scope of such fixed charges, i.e. that they shall, in general, cover costs actually incurred,
3) charging rules for the sharing of suitability for use costs.
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2.4.C Recommendations
2.4.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
SP shall be obliged to pay to the TC the fixed charge upon entering into negotiations with
TC. Fixed charge is a charge covering costs of TC with respect to provide, operate and
maintain an EETS compliant system, including costs, legal costs and test / trials administration costs, suitability for use procedure when such costs are not included in the toll.
In case, there is a necessity to re-run suitability for use tests, a flat rate for each re-test
shall be imposed on the SP if possible.
Separate opinion from AETIS: these entrance fees are a barrier for SPs to start their business.

2.4.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
No particular recommendation.
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2.5 Financial settlement procedures / financial clearing
For the common understanding of the financial relationship between TC and SP, the following terminology shall be established (taking over standard banking terminology):
Billing:
financial valuation of activity, in this case calculation of toll based on the toll
declaration (includes VAT calculation)
Clearing: calculation of debt positions of two or multiple parties - clearing can start as
soon as the toll is calculated (i.e. performs billing)
Settlement: actual movement of money between accounts based on results of the clearing
process
Invoicing: issuing of an invoice pursuant to requirements of European and national accounting / tax laws
Payment Claim: it includes a summary of billing details. This payment claim says how
much shall be paid by the SP and when (pursuant to terms of payment agreed in the contract). If the clearing period is long, intermediate billing summaries may be sent between
two payment claims

2.5.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
Issue 1: Consequences of the nature of the TC assignment to SP for the invoicing
process (see section 3.1 Toll collection assignment)
The technical / data interface solution and contractual description of the clearing and settlement procedures remains largely the same independently of the qualification of the TC
assignment to SP for the invoicing process.
However there is a significant difference in the document flow and the legal importance of
certain clearing messages transmitted between TC and SP.
SP invoicing the SU in the name of the TC (see section 3.1 Toll collection assignment:
“agency model”):


TC does a payment claim (differing from a payable invoice) to the SP at the end
of the clearing period..



Whether the invoice is issued by the TC itself or by the SP in the name of the
TC, all relevant VAT details regarding the TC are mentioned in the invoice.



SP pays the outstanding amounts to the TC even if the SU fails to meet his obligation; in that case, the SP steps in as guarantor.

SP invoicing the SU in its own name (see section 3.1 Toll collection assignment: “reseller
model”):


TC regularly transmits payment claims using the clearing interface between TC
and SP.



The SP issues invoices to the SU in his own name and on behalf of the TC (the
TC has nothing to invoice to the SU anymore).



SU pays the outstanding amounts to SP; if the Service user fails to meet his obligation, SP steps in as guarantor. SP settles all toll amounts invoiced by the TC
to the specified bank accounts of the TC.
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Issue 2: Complexity of payment flows in the EETS environment
EETS stakeholders must be ready to face various types of toll. These tolls are of different
legal nature (tax, fee, with and/or without VAT and in case VAT is applicable, various VAT
rates, etc.) It is therefore necessary to design a comprehensive settlement model maintaining economic efficiency.
Issue 3: Invoices
The logic of the three party relationships among TC, SP and SU implies the existence of a
set of requirements that shall be fulfilled by the SP when invoicing the SU for services provided by the TC. These requirements may concern the structure and content of (e.g. separation from other invoiced items), identification (e.g. mandatory statements to be mentioned
on an invoice for VAT purposes depending on the nature of the toll collection assignment)
or particular provisions.
Furthermore according to some existing electronic toll collection schemes, SPs may not issue the “fiscal invoices” (documents allowing the VAT refund) to the SUs.

2.5.B Current situation description
2.5.B.a Directive / Decision
The Annex to the Directive 2004/52/EC names the “invoicing and collection of sums due”
as one of the technical issues that are essential for the definition and deployment of the
European electronic toll service set up under the Directive.
The directive states the single contract as the goal of EETS. Any invoicing, clearing or settlement requirements are not laid out. As stated in the CESARE Project, a unified invoicing
process (i.e. one invoice per country in order to ease the refund of VAT) and settlement
processes go hand in hand with the single contractual relationship vision.
The Decision 2009/750/EC however lays out more detailed requirements:
Requirements on Invoicing
Article 4.8 states that “invoicing of individual EETS Users by EETS Providers shall clearly
separate the service charges of the EETS Provider and tolls incurred, and shall specify,
unless the user decides otherwise, at least, the time at which and the location where the
tolls were incurred and the user-relevant composition of specific tolls”.
The Article 2.b of Annex 1 to the Decision requires invoicing policy and payment policy between the TC and the SP to be part of the Toll Domain statement.
The Article 1 of Annex 2 to the Decision states that “EETS Users do not interact directly
with Toll Chargers as part of EETS”. Seeing invoicing as one potential interaction, the SP
shall carry out the actual invoicing to the SU.
Annex 2 to the Decision requires that the Invoicing interface is one of the standardized
back-office interfaces and must be implemented by all service providers.
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Requirements on settlement
The Annex 1 to the Decision requires the Payment rules to be a part of the Toll Domain
statement.

2.5.B.b Application Guide
The Application Guide defines sub-interface 3.2 “invoicing / settlement” (within the interface
group 3 dedicated to back-office systems):
“This interface is for sending and settling invoices between Toll Chargers and EETS Providers. They may agree on the use of prEN ISO 12855 to implement this interface. For
bookkeeping purposes, this standard foresees the exchange of financial objects.
Note that although prEN ISO 12855 supports the exchange of itemised invoices (called
‘charge data’, ‘billing details’ or ‘financial objects’), it does not claim to support a commercial invoicing process.”

2.5.B.c Transposition in local law
No further regulation found concerning the invoicing, payment and settlement regulations
in the national transpositions.

2.5.B.d Existing contracts
Contracts usually make reference to the obligation to distinguish tolls from service fees
charged by the SP on the invoice payable by the SU.
In most existing schemes, the SP invoices directly the SU on behalf of the TC. In some
schemes, the TCs directly invoice the SU either because there is no external service provider or because SP are only in charge of the electronic toll collection and do not extend
their tasks to the invoicing process itself.

2.5.C Recommendations
2.5.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)


Return and refund payments
The clearing system shall support return and refund payments. Actual use cases
for such return and refund payments shall be stipulated by the contract. In general these are various deposit returns, corrections of mistakes such as double
booking etc.)



Rebates and loyalty programs (see section 4.4)
It shall be clearly stated how the discount schemes impact clearing of toll payment claim. If the discounts are to be processed as special refund payments
(credit notes), the process and its impact on the clearing of standard payment
claims shall be defined.
Clarification is needed on who calculates the final toll amount after rebates (TC
or SP).



TC requirements on the content of invoices / other documentation for SU
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Independently from the nature of the toll in the particular domain (tax or fee) and
the invoicing logic among TC – SP – SU, the TC shall define in the contract any
and all requirements for documentation issued by the SP to road users. This includes mainly specification of disclaimers, TC legal identification,...


Full audit trail
The transaction clearing system used between TC and SP shall be fully auditable and keep audit trail of all transactions for a time specified by the TC. Namely
no transaction information shall be deleted from the system; the transaction
lifecycle shall be managed by state flags. Clearing communication on the interface between TC and SP shall be confirmed in order to be able to prove receipt
of the message by the counterparty.



Invoicing of other – non toll amounts
Other financial relationships (in which one party is obliged to pay the other party
some fees) arise in the TC-SP relationship (for examples: SP remuneration,
change costs if the contract stipulates that the party initiating the change is liable
for the costs). Such fees shall be invoiced and settled separately, without any relation to the settlement of toll amounts.



Harmonization of fiscal invoicing procedure
Harmonization of fiscal invoicing procedures for SPs in MS is recommended.

2.5.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
No particular recommendation.
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3 Type of contract
3.1 Toll collection assignment
3.1.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
The toll collection assignment deals with the qualification, the nature of the contract between a toll charger and an ETC Service Provider;
The very first comment is the strong and antagonist convictions of the different key players
about the qualification of the TC-SP contract.
With complementary experiences of existing ETC contexts, key players participating to the
REETS project have expressed really antagonistic analysis of the contractual relationship
between a TC and a SP.
Indeed, some players assert that the contract between a TC and a SP does obviously conform to the agency model, while other key players state the contrary and are in favour of
the reseller model exclusively.
The identification of the contractual model is also important regarding the nature of the toll
to be collected (see section 2.2 above): if the toll is a tax, some contractual models may be
considered as inappropriate and/or forbidden.
Therefore a clarification of the nature of the toll collection assignment is clearly needed.
This clarification is based on existing schemes and experience of key-players involved in
the REETS project.
Indeed regarding the qualification of the contract between a TC and a SP, at first analyse,
three models were considered:


Agency model;



Reseller model;



Pure reseller model.
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3.1.A.a Discussion on Agency model / Reseller model / Pure reseller model
Agency model and Reseller model
According to the agency model and to the reseller model, the SP is in charge of the invoicing process and collection of tolls on behalf of the TC (the SP collects tolls due to the
TC and will transfer this money to the TC). The SP also must give a guarantee of payment
to the TC. The TC is of course in charge of the motorway service itself (hence the TC’s rate
is applicable) and the ETC context is a triangular relationship between TC, SP and SU, as
follows:
Assignment of toll
collection to the SP

Provision of the
motorway service

Toll Charger
Payment guarantee
given to the Toll Charger

Service
Provider
Electronic toll collection
on behalf of the Toll Charger

Service
User
Pays to the SP:
- the toll due to the TC (tax or fee) for the
toll motorway service;
- the fee due to the SP for the provision of
a valid OBE

The difference between the agency model and the reseller model is that:


pursuant to the agency model, the SP will invoice the Service User in the name
of the TC (with relevant TC intra-European VAT registration number in order to
allow VAT refund and the amount of toll invoiced is not included in the SP's turnover and TC’s rate remains applicable),

while


according to the reseller model, the SP will invoice the Service User in its own
name (hence, the SU will base the VAT refund process on the intra-European
VAT registration number of the SP and the amount of toll invoiced is included in
the SP's turnover while TC’s rate remains applicable).

Depending on the nature and extent of the service provided by the SP to the SU, the SP
will follow, regarding the invoicing process, the agency model or the reseller model.
Indeed, legal and fiscal legislation provides that when the service provided by the SP to the
SU is augmented in comparison to the toll motorway service, when the toll motorway service is part of a global service offered by the SP to the SU, therefore it is justified for the SP
to include the invoiced toll in its turnover. In that case, the SP will invoice the SU in its own
name.
The agency model is considered by Aetis as the most costly model.
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Pure Reseller model
To the difference of the agency model or the reseller model, the pure reseller model
would imply that the SP buys the provision of the motorway service from the TC and resells this motorway service to the SU, there would not be any relationship between the SU
and the TC and the ETC context is only a bilateral relationship between SP and SU as follows:
Sale of a motorway
service to the SP

Toll Charger
Payment of the motorway
service to the Toll Charger

Service
Provider
Re-sale of the motorway service
to the SU

Service
User
Pays to the SP:
- the toll due to the SP (fee) for the toll
motorway service;
- the fee due to the SP for the provision of
a valid OBE

Consequently:


the SP would invoice the toll to the SU on its behalf and in its own name;



the amount of toll invoiced would be included in the SP's turnover;



the SP’s VAT rate would be applicable to the whole service provided, including
the toll part;



the SP would be responsible towards the final user for the operation and maintenance the motorway, i.e. the “quality” of the trip (accident, slippery road, limited
speed...).

It must be highlighted that there is no example, from the various existing or projected ETC
schemes, of a Pure reseller model.
But obviously, in any ETC context, the toll collection assignment cannot be analysed and
reduced to an agency or reseller model. The qualification of Agency or Reseller model is
not sufficient to qualify and define the TC-SP bilateral relationship. This kind of approach
only constitutes a basis for detailing the financial settlement between the TC and the SP
(cf. section 2.5 above).
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3.1.A.b ETC Assignment as a sui generis contract
In fact, the toll collection assignment is a much more sophisticated sui generis contract.
Indeed, the very major issue is that the cause of the TC-SP contract is the object of the
SP-SU contract. In other terms, the TC assigns the toll collection to the SP exclusively in
consideration of the provision of an OBE by the SP to the SU.
The bilateral TC-SP contract is part of a triangular relationship between TC-SP, TC-SU and
SP-SU:


to the SP, the TC assigns the toll collection and the invoicing process;



to the SU, the TC provides a toll infrastructure service;



to the SU, the SP provides an OBE as an electronic payment mean (for toll4);



to the TC, the SP provides a guarantee to secure the payment of tolls.

Each of these relationships is concluded in consideration of the others.

3.1.B Current situation description
3.1.B.a Directive / Decision
Concerning the Toll Collection Assignment, Annex 1 of the Directive 2004/52/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 indicates that one of the most relevant technical issue that is essential for the definition and deployment of the EETS project
is the operational procedures for the service, and in particular “the processing of transactions at toll stations or for continuous charging, […] and invoicing and collections of sums
due”.
In the Decision 2009/750/EC, the toll collection issue is further regulated in article 4.8: “Invoicing of individual EETS Users by EETS Providers shall clearly separate the service
charges of the EETS Provider and tolls incurred, and shall specify, unless the user decides
otherwise, at least, the time which and the location where the tolls were incurred and the
user-relevant composition of specific tolls”.

3.1.B.b Application Guide
The Guide for the Application of the Directive does not give any further information concerning the Toll Collection Assignment.

3.1.B.c Transposition in local law
No additional provision found in local transpositions.

3.1.B.d Existing contracts
In any observed toll contexts, the SP always invoices the SU for the toll due to the TC on
behalf of the TC (“for the account of the TC”, “for the TC”, …) or the TC directly invoices
the SU (for instance, Via-T financial SPs).

4

The OBE may also be used by the SU for the payment of other services (such as HGVs dedicated and secured parks).
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But depending on the toll contexts, the SP may invoice the SU in its own name (e.g TIS-PL
) or in the name of the TC (EasyGo, …).

3.1.C Recommendations
3.1.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
Regarding the toll collection assignment and considering the above definitions and architectural triangular TC-SP-SU relationship, building a common understanding of concepts
and terminology is crucial to the implementation of EETS.
In order to secure and guarantee a proper toll collection assignment conforming to the legal and fiscal requirements, TC and SP are to share views and build together a clear allocation of roles and tasks.
Indeed the consequences of inappropriate contractual TC-SP relationship could lead to
major fiscal and financial damages to ETC stakeholders in case of requalification.
Considering the fact that the toll collection assignment is a sui generis contract combining
agency or reseller model and payment means acceptation, the SP is in position to evaluate
the real risks on its own activity.
Hence, it is recommended that the TC-SP contract provides that it is up to the SP to ensure the compliance with fiscal rules (agency or reseller model) and banking monopoly requirements for issuing an electronic payment mean.

3.1.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
No particular recommendation.
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3.2 Contractors subrogation
3.2.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
Subrogation is a legal doctrine that envisages the substitution of one person in the place of
another with reference to a lawful claim or right vis-à-vis a third party. The origins of this legal doctrine date back to Roman law even if the modern concept of subrogation as we
know it was developed in France in the seventeenth century.
There are basically two categories of subrogation, namely subrogation ope legis (“by power of law”) and contractual subrogation. In the scope of our analysis, it seems useful to
highlight that subrogation ope legis is fundamentally aimed at avoiding “unjust enrichment”
for the principle defined in the ancient Roman law according to which “nemo locupletari
debet cum aliena iactura” (“no one should be benefited at another's expense”).

3.2.B Current situation description
3.2.B.a Directive / Decision
Although there is no direct reference to subrogation neither in directive 2004/52/EC nor in
decision 2009/750/EC, the very nature of EETS seems to call for the necessity of the application of the legal doctrine of subrogation. Pursuant to Article 9.5 of decision
2009/750/EC in fact, it is stated that: “the payment of a toll by an EETS User to its EETS
Provider shall be deemed to fulfil the EETS User’s payment obligation towards the relevant
Toll Charger”. Therefore, it is in re ipsa clear that - once the EETS Provider pays to the Toll
Charger the amounts due by the EETS User to the Toll Charger - the EETS Provider becomes mutatis mutandis a subrogee, i.e. the party which has the legal right to attempt to
collect the credit of the Toll Charger, namely its subrogor..

3.2.B.b Application Guide
No further information found in the Application Guide.

3.2.B.c Transposition in local law
In many MS (ex: in France pursuant to article R.119-26 of the “code de la voirie routière” which transposes the principles of decision 2009/750/EC) payment of the tolls by the EETS
Users to the EETS Provider discharges the former from the obligation to pay such tolls to
the Toll Charger.
And more generally, in every legal framework (outside EETS or EFC related legislations),
legal subrogation in the creditor’s rights automatically operates in favour of the party that,
being bound towards another party for the payment of a debt, pays such debt and therefore discharges the original debtor.

3.2.B.d Existing contracts
Generally, according to TC-SP contracts, SPs are granted the personal right against the
concerned User to collect payment of the tolls; therefore SPs are entitled to have the relative tolls payment obligations enforced on a contractual basis.
According to our evaluations, provided that SPs have paid the outstanding tolls to the relevant Toll Charger first, they would be in any case subrogated in the Toll Charger’s rights to
enforce the payment of the toll from the concerned Users.
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In some existing TC-SP contracts, the SP guarantees to the concerned TC the payment by
the User under a “del credere” clause5. In this respect, the SP acts as a guarantor and
pays the amounts due by the concerned ETS User to the relevant Toll Charger. By paying
the debt at issue, the SP will be subrogated in the Toll Charger’s rights to recover such receivables from the User. Therefore, as a subrogor, the SP may exercise the rights of the
Toll Charger against the User including, as the case may be, in the event the User is in a
state of bankruptcy, liquidation, winding-up, insolvency, rehabilitation, reorganization,
preservation or similar procedure.

3.2.C Recommendations
3.2.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
We recommend that the new TC-SP contracts include the principle of contractual subrogation in order for the EETS Provider to directly replace to the Toll Charger in the enforcement of its of credit vis-à-vis the User without the former having to resort to the application
of a given country’s law principles that may be in conflict with the classic theory of legal
subrogation. This should not be an issue for TCs as their main interest is basically to be
promptly and duly paid by the SP.

3.2.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
No recommendation for external stakeholders identified.

5

A “Del Credere Agent” selling goods or services for a “principal” on credit is liable to this principal in case of
buyer default.
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3.3 Role definition - Obligations – Responsibilities allocation
3.3.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
Issue 1: Who calculates and declares the transactions and corresponding toll
According to the CESARE III role model, the SP is responsible for the Toll Declaration and
the TC for the Conclusion of the Toll Transaction (assessment of Toll declaration data and
calculation of the toll amount). Independently of the technology, the SP is responsible for
the correct OBE personalization (fixed parameters i.e. emission class), the SU is responsible for the correct declaration of the variable parameters (i.e. axles, trailer).
Toll declaration process in DSRC systems:
The TC is responsible for the execution of DSRC communication by using RSE which is
under his responsibility. The Toll Declaration is based on the fixed and variable data declared in the communication. By applying the corresponding tariff the TC concludes the Toll
Transaction (Calculation of Toll due). The allocation of the different tasks in the declaration
process is mostly determined by the DSRC technology itself.
Toll Declaration process in GNSS systems:
The SP is responsible:
-

for the collection of the road usage data, which are based on OBE sensor data
(i.e. positioning data),

-

for the aggregation of these data (by processing it according to the Toll Domain
specific rules) in order to produce the Toll Declaration as required in the TDS and
to transmit the Toll Declaration to the TC. The content of the Toll Declaration related to the level of usage data aggregation is not determined by the technology and
can in principle vary between the Toll Domains.

In practice the already existing GNSS systems have different implementations related to
the content of Toll Declarations as well as to the task allocation for the Conclusion of the
Toll Transaction. The German Toll Collect system requires from the SP additionally to the
Toll Declaration also the Conclusion of the Toll Transaction. On the contrary the French
Ecotax system requires from the SP the Toll Declaration on a very low aggregation level
(positioning data). The aggregation of the declared data to qualify Toll Events and the
Conclusion of the Toll Transaction rely on the responsibility of the TC.
Both French and German Toll Domains require a detection of the usage of tolled road
segments. The main obvious difference between the two domains is in the approach of the
national charging services, which is a single SP approach in Germany and a multiple SPs
approach in France.
(R)EETS is a multiple SPs approach for Europe. A single Toll Domain has to operate with
multiple SPs and on the other hand, a single SP has to operate with multiple TCs. The multiplication of operational relations increases the implementation, operation, maintenance
and change expenses per se. From economical point of view (cost, risk etc.) the consequences of this multiplication should be minimized as far as possible. Obviously existing
concepts and solutions perfectly eligible for a single system approach are not consequently
eligible for a multi system approach.
The most effective measure to break the multiplicity is to prevent the implementation of
functions n times when possible. In particular the Toll Domain specific requirements should
be implemented as far as possible only once under TC’s responsibility and not n times under SP’s responsibility.
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Issue 2: Role /duties for SPs in the enforcement process
Even if enforcement procedures are to be set up by the TC, SP has obligations regarding
OBE fulfilling relevant technical requirements and being correctly personalised (for example). That implies cooperation between TC and SP in the enforcement process as it is
clearly indicated in the Decision 2009/750/EC. However it seems questionable whether a
SP can be held responsible for fraud of one of its client.
For enforcement cooperation purposes, SPs should be allowed by the SUs to provide relevant information to TCs. Hence SPs have to reflect this obligation to the TCs in their contracts with the SUs and to include this obligation into their data protection statement.

3.3.B Current situation description
3.3.B.a Directive / Decision
Issue 1: Who calculates and declares the transactions and corresponding toll
In Decision 2009/750/EC the Toll Declaration and the Conclusion of the Toll Transaction
are neither explicitly allocated to the SP nor to the TC.
But for GNSS based toll systems, in Annex III Paragraph 2.1.3 the provision of the Toll
Declaration is implicitly allocated to the SP;
EETS Providers shall inform Toll Chargers of difficulties they may have to establish toll
declaration data related to the reception of satellite signals.
Additionally there is no explicit definition what a Toll Declaration should contain.
Issue 2: Role /duties for SPs in the enforcement process
Article 4 of the Decision specifies several rules providing for OBE correctness (4.3, 4.5)
that are EP’s responsibility and, with respect to GNSS-based systems, says in 4.9 that
“EETS Providers shall inform an EETS User as quickly as practicable of any toll nondeclaration situation in relation to his account, offering where possible the opportunity to
regularize the account before any enforcement action is taken“. In 4.10, which is applicable
to both kind of systems, it says that “EETS Providers shall collaborate with Toll Chargers in
their enforcement efforts.”

3.3.B.b Application Guide
The Application Guide in its chapter 5 “Relationship between Toll Chargers and EETS Providers” declares:


in 5.1 Principles that “the general principles of the European single market apply
to EETS as to any other economic activity” and that “relationship between Toll
Chargers and EETS Providers will be governed by bilateral contractual clauses”,
and also that “National conciliation bodies are especially empowered to examine
whether the relationships between a Toll Charger and different EETS Providers
are non-discriminatory and fairly reflect the costs and risks of the parties to the
contract (based for instance on the costs borne by the Toll Charger for his local
customer; the costs of the OBE ; the costs of cellular communications in GNSSbased systems ; the cost of debt collection and payment risks coverage etc...)”



in 5.3 EETS domain statement, paragraph 5.3.1 Foreword it is said that “(one of)
the broad objective of EETS domain statement is to provide sufficient explana-
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tion to satisfy the relevant national conciliation body that the contractual conditions and commercial arrangements being offered to EETS Providers are fair
and reasonable” ; according to paragraph 5.3.4, EETS domain statement “should
contain (...) Economic elements (such as) fixed remuneration and charges,
guarantee against EETS Provider’s default” and that “could also be considered
sharing of liabilities and costs (e.g sharing of the test procedures costs etc .)”

3.3.B.c Transposition in local law
Regarding national schemes, enforcement and toll calculation are often defined by the law.
Regarding the other schemes, these rules are defined in the TC-SP contractual framework.
Consequently, we merged the analysis of transpositions and existing contracts, in the next
chapter.

3.3.B.d Existing contracts
Issue 1: Who calculates and declares the transactions and corresponding toll
Both possibilities (toll calculation done either by the TC or the SP) are implemented in different national legislation..
Issue 2: Role /duties for SPs in the enforcement process
The approaches in the existing contracts are different. Some contracts do not mention any
obligation for SPs regarding the enforcement process. In many contracts the SP shall assist the TC in the enforcement procedure by providing the relevant personal data of the final user. And sometimes the contract or the law states that the SP has to pay for the enforcement case if he is not willing or able to provide the personal data of the final user.

3.3.C Recommendations
3.3.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
Issue 1: Who calculates and declares the transactions and corresponding toll
In DSRC-based systems, TC shall be responsible for calculating the toll as he has all the
information regarding the transit (i.e: number of transits, itinerary, amount of toll, discounts
etc…) provided OBE is correctly personalized by SP.
In GNSS-based systems, SPs should declare the road usage based on low aggregated
OBE sensor data to the concerned TC. Each TC implements and operates his specific Toll
Event Detection and Toll Conclusion algorithm once under his own responsibility. This approach reduces the complexity of the EETS system fundamentally. In particular the SP
OBE (OBU and Proxy) will be much less complex with reduced effort over the lifecycle in
(re)certification, (re)accreditation, maintenance and change management activities. In particular for a TC, he keeps control over the core of his own Domain, the Toll Event Detection
and the Toll Conclusion algorithm. The TC remains the highest level of sovereignty to
change or expand the tolling network as well as tariffs and charging categories. Due to the
reduced OBE functionality the SP remains the capability to adhere new toll domains to his
Service with lower impact on the existing Toll Domains already covered.
The basic responsibilities of the TC and SP roles are not affected by this approach.
[Dissenting opinion: BMVI (Germany) does not approve this recommendation]
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Issue 2: Role /duties for SPs in the enforcement process
The SP shall be responsible for the payment of a transaction until the TC receives the valid
blacklist. For avoidance of doubt, TC-SP contract shall include: (i) rules on sending and receiving of blacklists, (ii) time within which blacklist is considered to be received by TC after
it was sent by SP (minimum and maximum times taken to distribute the blacklists), and (iii)
definition of valid blacklist6.
The SP shall assist the TC in the enforcement procedure by providing the relevant personal data of the final user upon request from TC.
Such request may be handled using the relevant interfaces within 12855.
Should the SP fail to provide the TC with the data within the timeframe set out by the TC,
the SP shall be liable for the payment of these enforcement cases.
In some Member States, TCs already have a free-access to the national license plate database. Such free-access should be opened for free to TCs and SPs in any MS in order to
ease implementation of REETS.
In GNSS-based systems, the SP shall inform the SUs as quickly as practicable of any toll
non-declaration situation in relation to his account, offering where possible the opportunity
to regularize the account before any enforcement action is taken. Should the SP fail to do
that, the SP shall be liable to pay for any enforcement case initiated against such SU.

3.3.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
No recommendation for external stakeholders identified.

Please refer to chapter 1.6 “Exchange of Exception lists” for more exception list recommendations.
6
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4 SP-User relationship (addressed by the TC-SP contract)
4.1 Privacy and data protection
4.1.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
This issue is not specific to EETS deployment. Community rules are specified in the relevant Directives of the European Parliament and of the Council:


Directive 95/46/EC of 24 October 1995 on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data;



Directive 2002/58/EC of 12 July 2002 concerning the processing of personal data and the protection of privacy in the electronic communications sector.

However, each Member State has its own regulation, as an adaptation of the above mentioned Directives. As a consequence, the following issue has to be addressed:
Define which national law has to be applied by the SP and the geographical application
scope (the law of the country of registration of the SP or the law of the country of the user
or the law of the country where the toll motorway service is provided or the most constraining law among the countries covered?)

4.1.B Current situation description
4.1.B.a Directive / Decision
As for the Directive 2004/52/EC, mention to privacy and data protection can be found in the
“Whereas 17”, in article 2 paragraph 7, and in letter K of the Directive’s annex. Specifically,
it is stated that Member States shall ensure that processing of personal data necessary for
the operation of the European electronic toll service is carried out in accordance with the
Community rules protecting the privacy of individuals, according with the provisions of Directives 95/46/EC (concerning the processing of personal data and the free movement of
such data) and 2002/58/EC (concerning the processing of personal data and the protection
of privacy in the electronic communications sector).
As for the Decision 2009/750/EC, the privacy aspect is called for in the “Whereas 4”, and
the Annex III includes it amongst the general requirements of EETS, stating that it shall be
provided security features relative to the protection of data stored, handled and transferred
between stakeholders in the EETS environment, and that security features shall protect the
interests of EETS stakeholders from harm or damage caused by lack of availability, confidentiality, integrity, authentication, non-repudiation and access protection of sensitive user
data appropriate to a European multi-user environment.
The Decision deals with personal data protection as follows:


In Whereas (4), the Decision states that : “processing of personal data (…) shall
be carried out in strict accordance with (…)Directive 95/46/EC of the European
Parliament and of the Council and Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council.”



And then in Article 3 “Requirements to be fulfilled by EETS Providers”



“EETS Providers shall keep lists of invalidated on-board equipment (…) in strict
compliance with the Community rules”.
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But our issue (which national law should be applied) is not addressed, neither in the EETS
Directive 2004/52/EC, nor in the EETS Decision 2009/750/EC.
However, the Directive 95/46/EC gives a clear legal framework regarding national law application rules. It identifies key roles on personal data processing, among which the “controller”.
As stated in the paragraph (47), and as a complement to the definition provided in the article 1, a controller “...will normally be considered to be the person from whom the message
originates, rather than the person offering the transmission services; whereas, nevertheless, those offering such services will normally be considered controllers in respect of the
processing of the additional personal data necessary for the operation of the service;”
Then, in our context, the controller is the SP.
In accordance with the article 4.1 of the Directive, section (a), “Each Member State shall
apply the national provisions it adopts pursuant to this Directive to the processing of personal data where (...) the processing is carried out in the context of the activities of an establishment of the controller on the territory of the Member State”
Then, in our context, the law (concerning personal data protection) applied is the one of the
Member State on which is established the controller.

4.1.B.b Application Guide
Paragraph 2.2.2.4 of the Application Guide simply states that EETS users shall be informed by EP about the processing of their personal data in the EETS system and about
their rights on the matter. But our issue is not addressed in the Application Guide.

4.1.B.c Transposition in local law
No additional provision found in local transpositions.

4.1.B.d Existing contracts
All existing contracts contain some kind of privacy/data protection clauses, intended to prevent the non authorized use or dissemination of personal data related to EETS and to oblige
the parties (TC- SP) to comply with national and EU dispositions on the matter. Furthermore,
some contracts provide for a “Personal Data Agreement” as well, when the SP has to process personal data collected by the TC. In that case, the SP is contractually obliged to process the data under the same provisions as the TC (consequently the TC’s data protection
law is applicable under the TC-SP contract).

4.1.C Recommendations
4.1.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
A general provision should remind that, in terms of Privacy and data protection, every party
must comply with the Community rules as specified in the relevant Directives of the European Parliament and of the Council. And the informative that must be provided by SPs to endusers about the treatment of their data and related rights must be reminded.
As for the territoriality rule to be applied (what national law has to be complied with?), according to the EU legislation, each party should follow the dispositions dictated by the law of
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the country where it is established: SPs and TCs should follow their respective national laws
especially with regard to data protection.
“Personal data agreement” clauses under which the SP is obliged to process personal data
collected by the TC under the same provisions as the latter can be integrated in the contract,
even if they don’t seem strictly necessary.

4.1.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
No particular recommendation found.
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4.2 Data exchange for enforcement procedures
4.2.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
This chapter does not deal with exception lists (issue analysed in chapter 1.6).
The presence of a provision regarding data exchange for enforcement seems appropriate.
Indeed, enforcement procedures are mainly under the responsibility of TCs, but the TC
does not always have all information to achieve the complete enforcement process. The
main infringements identified are : intentional wrong data recorded in the OBE (euro classes for example) and intentional misuse of the OBE (GPS spoofing, OBE shut down...).
Data exchanges between TCs and SPs during the enforcement process shall be described
in the contract.

4.2.B Current situation description
4.2.B.a Directive / Decision
Both the Directive 2004/52/EC and the Decision 2009/750/EC clearly express continued
concern about enforcement.
The Directive 2004/52/EC in its Annex identifies enforcement as a major legal issue and
provides that “assessment of the possibility of harmonising the rules of enforcement relating to electronic road tolls” is “essential for the definition and deployment of the European
electronic toll service set up under the Directive”.
The Decision 2009/750/EC (Whereas 15) highlights the consequences of toll evasion regarding:


the funding of construction and maintenance of transport infrastructures,



competition among hauliers (hauliers paying the tolls and hauliers not paying the
tolls),



transport policy objectives in terms of traffic, congestion and pollution management.

Addressing the relationship between TCs and SPs, the Decision (in article 4 paragraph 10)
generally states that EETS Providers shall collaborate with Toll Chargers in their enforcement efforts.
In addition, in the Specific Requirements of Annex III, the Decision mentions technical requirements to ensure interoperability and data security within data transmission between
SP and TC: “EETS Providers shall (...) provide Toll Chargers secured information relative
to tolling operations and control/enforcement (...)”

4.2.B.b Application Guide
The Application Guide provide for the TC’s possibility of requesting to EP the information
needed for pursuing the infringement, as well as various technical solutions to achieve
blacklist’s exchange although not imposing any of them as mandatory.

4.2.B.c Transposition in local law
No additional provision found in local transpositions.
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4.2.B.d Existing contracts
Almost all existing contracts include some provisions regarding the right of the TC to ask to
SP information about its end-users customers in case of enforcement, as well as provisions
on the procedures regulating black lists exchanges.

4.2.C Recommendations
4.2.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
A TC-SP contract should expressly provide for a clause where the parties mutually assist
each other – through exchange of information about end users – in order to actuate enforcement procedures. Obviously, this information exchange shall be done accordingly with
the provisions on personal data treatment (refer to chapter 4.1 “Privacy and data protection“ for this aspect).

4.2.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
No particular recommendation found.
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4.3 SP responsibility for the accuracy of data regarding the final user
4.3.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
Collection and accuracy of data regarding final users are responsibility of the SP. When
these data proved to be wrong, who can be regarded as responsible?

4.3.B Current situation description
4.3.B.a Directive / Decision
The EETS Directive 2004/52/EC does not state details on this topic. In the annex to the Directive there is an important condition in section i) “parameters for vehicle classification:
validation of a Community list of technical parameters from which each Member State will
select those it wishes to use for its charging policy. The parameters will represent vehicles’
physical, engine and environmental characteristics. Establishment of vehicle classes based
on those parameters will be a matter for Member States”. Nothing has been stated as regards responsibility for such data.
EETS Decision 2009/750/EC states a number of conditions regarding responsibility in connection with classification parameters:
Article 4 section 5 determines the responsibility for data in the OBE as: “EETS Providers
shall be responsible for fixed vehicle classification parameters stored in on-board equipment or in their information system.”
Article 7 section 1 determines the responsibility in the event of discrepancy between the
vehicle classification of the SP and the TC: ”The toll shall be determined by the Toll
Charger according inter alia to the vehicle’s classification. A vehicle’s classification shall be
determined on the basis of the vehicle classification parameters in Annex VI. In the event
of a discrepancy between the vehicle classification used by the EETS Provider and the Toll
Charger, the Toll Charger’s classification shall prevail, unless an error can be demonstrated.”
Regarding the User’s responsibility this is described in Article 9 section 2: “EETS Users
shall ensure that all user and vehicle data they provide to the EETS Provider are correct.”
Thus, the division of the responsibility between TC and SP and SP and User has been defined, but there are no rules regarding control of data by the SP.

4.3.B.b Application Guide
The application Guide does not offer any additional input.

4.3.B.c Transposition in local law
No additional provision found in local transpositions.

4.3.B.d Existing contracts
In many existing contracts, SP shall be held responsible for the correctness of the information personalized into the OBE. On request of a Toll Charger the SP is generally (but
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not systematically) obliged to provide all necessary proof documents and other relevant information for his personalization.

4.3.C Recommendations
4.3.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
It is recommended that an agreement between the SP and the User should include conditions that ensure that for instance classification data are correct. When the User enters into
an agreement and when the User replaces his vehicle, the User shall provide documentation for classification data on the basis of original documents.
It is recommended that the agreement between TC and SP includes requirements to the
SP to document the classification data used and to check against public registers. Moreover the agreement could include conditions regarding the TC’s right to examine the SP’s
registrations and documentation of classification data used.
The SP shall be responsible for not making any mistakes when registering the vehicle
based on the documentation provided by the SU (this recommendation does not concerns
variable parameters).

4.3.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
It is recommended that TCs and SPs get access to public authorities’ data registers regarding vehicle data. This would facilitate signing of contracts and control.
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4.4 Rebates and loyalty programs
4.4.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
Toll Chargers may define rebates and/or loyalty programs to the benefit of toll road users.
These rebates and loyalty programs may or not be accessible to the Service Users according to specific criteria depending on the objectives (developing business and increasing the
loyalty of existing users, improving a well-balanced distribution of the traffic in order to
avoid peak periods, …).
Moreover, in some toll contexts, the TCs are not allowed to freely apply rebates to Service
Users, the matter being strictly regulated by law (i.e.: rebates are permitted only to certain
type of Users, or in certain circumstances).
In such cases, rebates admitted by law should be extended to REETS Users that have the
proper requisites, in order to avoid disparities.
Depending on the different toll contexts, SPs may be entitled by a TC to offer to the Service User the opportunity to subscribe to a loyalty program proposed by the Toll Charger or
these loyalty programs may be offered and monitored only by the TCs themselves.
Indeed this opportunity is not mandatorily given to the SP by the TC, i.e. the Directive
2004/52/EC and the Decision 2009/750/EC do not oblige the Toll Charger to delegate this
task to the Service Provider.
When the SP is entitled by a TC, the Service user can sign up for the interoperable service
(provided by the SP) and for the rebates/loyalty programs (provided by the TC through the
mediation of the SP) at the same time.
The key-issue regarding this topic is that there should not be any discrimination:
-

among Service Users: as any other toll road users, EETS Service Users have the same
right to access to the rebates/loyalty programs offered by the TC;

-

among SPs: once a TC has decide to authorize a SP to propose its rebates and loyalty
programs to the Service Users, the TC must offer any other SP the same facility for this
SP’s Service Users.

4.4.B Current situation description
4.4.B.a Directive / Decision
The Decision 2009/750/EC, in Whereas 11, states that “EETS users will pay no more toll
than they would for the corresponding national/local toll”.
There is no additional provision, neither in the Directive 2004/52/EC nor in the Decision, referring to loyalty or rebates programs applied by Toll Chargers to the benefit of toll roads
users in consideration of eligibility criteria or adhesion or subscription to a loyalty program.

4.4.B.b Application Guide
No provision regarding relevant item in the Application Guide.

4.4.B.c Transposition in local law
No additional provision found in local transpositions.
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4.4.B.d Existing contracts
Various solutions exist: the SP can be entitled to offer the Service users the subscription to
rebates/loyalty programs offered by the TC or the TC chooses to keep monitoring and
handling the subscription of these programs.

4.4.C Recommendations
4.4.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
It shall be clearly stated how the discount schemes impact clearing of toll payment claim. If
the discounts are to be processed as special refund payments (credit notes), the process
and its impact on the clearing of standard payment claims shall be defined.
TCs and SPs can agree that rebates and loyalty programs can be offered to SUs by the
SPs on behalf and in the name of TCs. In that case any SP should be offered to benefit
from this opportunity without any discrimination.
If the SP is mandated to invoice tolls on behalf of the TC, then loyalty programs should be
part of the process, even in case they are administered by the TC.

4.4.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
No recommendation for external stakeholders.
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4.5 Documents collected many times by the SP from the same
user
4.5.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
As Toll Domain Statements are published on the national electronic registers, it is up to the
Service Provider to plan and completely define the documents to be collected from the user.
To collect and maintain an up to date bunch of data and documents regarding their users is
a significant burden for the SP, in particular when the list of required document differs depending the toll domain.
Possible harmonization or any kind of other ways to simplify this task shall be analysed.

4.5.B Current situation description
4.5.B.a Directive / Decision
No mentioning of this in directive 2004/52/EG nor in Decision 2009/750/EC.

4.5.B.b Application Guide
No mentioning of this issue in the application guide.

4.5.B.c Transposition in local law
No additional provision found in local transpositions.

4.5.B.d Existing contracts
Relationship SP / User
Usually the SP has terms and conditions that oblige the User to provide the documents
needed for registration in a certain toll domain. But that obligation is not put into force by
the SP: Either the User shows the documents needed or he won´t be registered.
Relationship SP/TC
The SP´s are bound by the contracts with the TC´s to provide those documents needed for
the specific toll domain. As those contracts are not negotiable on this topic, the factual situation depends on the specific local laws applicable or the concessionaire´s wishes.
Documents normally collected
Even if the toll domains differ regarding the documents needed for registration, there are
some documents that are asked for almost everywhere:
SU = Service User

VE = Vehicle
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SU-01

Registration
documents

Remarks

User
SP order form

Documents relating to the company
Signed by the company's legal representative;
document in original

SU-02

TC mandate
Signed by the company's legal representative;
(optional, depending on document in original;
toll domain)
if the TC is to be mandated by the SU (e.g. TollCollect [DE],
Ecomouv [FR], ….)

SU-03

Power of Attorney

Needed if the signatory of the order form / mandate is not
visibly in the Commercial Register as legal representative of
the company.
The Power of Attorney must be signed by a legal representative.

SU-03a

Proof of identity of
authorized person

The authorized person must produce proof of identity (copy
of identification card or passport).

SU-04

SP terms and conditions

Signed by the company's legal representative;
document in original

SU-05

Proof of VAT-ID

Copy of document showing VAT-ID or EORI No. (e.g. tax
demand) – if not shown in company registration (see below)

SU-06

Extract from Commercial
Register
(alt.: registration with a
trade licensing authority)

Extract from Commercial Register.
If the extract of the Commercial Register has a limited validity, the validity has to be ensured / given.

SU-07

Proof of identity

If the company is not entered in the Commercial Register
(partnership), a copy of the proof of identity or passport of
the legal representative of the company is required

VE-01

Vehicle
Vehicle registration document

Documents relating to the vehicle
Copy of the vehicle registration document(s);
Legible copies needed!

VE-02

Proof of EURO emission
class (e.g. certificate of
conformity, manufacturer´s proof)

If the emission class is not given in the vehicle registration
document (e.g. eastern European countries).
If no proof of emission class can be produced, the lowest
emission class will be used as the basis.

VE-03

Proof of number of axles
(certificate of conformity)

If the trailer has more than 2 axles and the number of axles
is not given in the vehicle registration document.

VE-04

Proof of ADR,
transport of dangerous
goods

If the vehicle is used for transport of dangerous goods
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Additional documents relating to the vehicle:
Required if the legal signatory or the company is not the owner of the vehicle and is not named on
the vehicle registration document.
Registration by the vehicle renter or leaser for rental / leasing periods longer than 3 months.
VE-05

Documentary proof relating to rental /
leasing / user relationship

Copy of a rental or leasing agreement or other proof of the
use of the vehicle.
The proof must list both parties and be signed by the owner.

VE-06

List of renters

List with company names and addresses of the vehicle
owner (rental or leasing company).

A table such as follows could show in an exemplificative and non exhaustive way the generic document requirements in the different toll domains. The mentioned documents are
not always sent to the TC, but are at least collected and stored by the SP as supporting
documents to some data required by the TC.
Information contained in the following table – provided as an example – is not confirmed.

AT
SU-01
SU-02
SU-03
SU-03a
SU-04
SU-05
SU-06
SU-07
VE-01
VE-02
VE-03
VE-04
VE-05
VE-06

DE

FR Tis
PL
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

FR Eco
Taxe

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

ES

PL

IT

No

DK

CH
Yes
Yes
Nyd
Nyd
Nyd
Nyd
Nyd
Nyd
Nyd
Nyd
Nyd
Nyd
Nyd
Nyd

“nyd” : “Not Yet Defined”.
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4.5.C Recommendations
4.5.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
TCs should limit the data they ask for. The more data is asked for, the more complicated it
gets for SP and even Users to collect and maintain an up to date data warehouse.

4.5.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?)
Harmonisation of the syntax of license plates would be enormously helpful. Today the different spellings in different countries make it difficult for the data models / IT infrastructure
to handle the license plates for different countries (with blanks / without, mandatory syntax
vs. optional syntax etc.).
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4.6 User registration
4.6.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
The user registration raises the question of the right of a user to subscribe to the EETS.
In case a user has been black-listed (for instance, because of non-payment), other SPs
can refuse to provide the EETS service.

4.6.B Current situation description
4.6.B.a Directive / Decision
No provision regarding relevant item neither in the Directive nor in the decision.
EETS is considered as an optional service for Users.

4.6.B.b Application Guide
No provision regarding relevant item in the Application Guide.

4.6.B.c Transposition in local law
No additional provision found in local transpositions.

4.6.B.d Existing contracts
N/A

4.6.C Recommendations
4.6.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
A TC has always to offer a service for non EETS users, also for those who will never get
an EETS contract. In other words, at least in the tax systems, the unfriendly, insolvent users will always use the local/national service.

4.6.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
No recommendation for external stakeholders.
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4.7 Euro Classes: different management in different countries.
4.7.A Main contractual issues and return on experience
Regulations differ from one MS to another (for example, additional filters on engines lead
to a class reduction in Germany but not in Austria). This is in some cases mandated by national TC road charging law.
The separate checking of Euro class classification in every Toll Domain and providing the
respective documentation in every Toll Domain by EETS Providers and Road Users means
a multiplication of costs for all involved stakeholders.
Of course, aiming at European wide harmonization is too ambitious. But it should be stated that rules are not harmonized

4.7.B Current situation description
4.7.B.a Directive / Decision
No mentioning of this in directive 2004/52/EG nor in Decision 2009/750/EC.

4.7.B.b Application Guide
No mentioning of this issue in the application guide.

4.7.B.c Transposition in local law
No additional provision found in local transpositions.

4.7.B.d Existing contracts
Euro Classes interpretations are generally defined in Toll Domain statements, or in the bilateral TC-SP contracts.

4.7.C Recommendations
4.7.C.a General provisions (recommended by the WP 1 participants)
SPs should be clearly provided with this information through the Toll Domain statements
that will precise relevant interpretation rules for the Toll Domain.

4.7.C.b Recommendations for external stakeholders (changes in legislation?...)
A standardisation of the declaration forms and – if possible – a more centralized checking
and declaration of conformity to Euro class categories could reduce costs significantly for
TC, SPs and Road Users
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5 Table of content for a TC / SP contract.
NB: This list of clauses is a provided as a non binding checklist of topics that
could be part of a TC – SP contract.
1. Preamble


Includes information about the contracting parties.

2. Definitions
3. Purpose and Scope of the Agreement
Includes also reference to any legal acts or documents, pursuant which the contract is established


Technology used



Order of documents
The Annexes are an essential part of this agreement and represent the integral
will of all the understandings reached by the SP and the TC in respect of the object of this agreement. In the event of any inconsistency between the terms set
forth in the EETS domain statement, the tolling regulations this agreement and
any provision appearing in the Annexes, an order shall be defined.

4. Procedures


SP accreditation/admission procedures
See REETS WP1 D1.1 chapter 1.5



Conformity to toll domain specific specifications



Main obligations of the SP and the TC
The main obligations of the parties to the agreement shall be stated.



Data exchange procedures
See REETS WP4
See REETS WP1 D1.1 chapter 1.6 “Exchange of Exception lists”.



White list
Regulations on the need for a white list



Update procedures/change management



KPI measurement procedures/Service Level Agreements

5. Economic and Financial Issues


Nature of toll
Definition of whether the toll is a fee or a tax



Fees and charges
SP remuneration



Payment methods and terms
Definition of payment terms for the toll and the SP remuneration



Invoicing inclusive VAT and currency
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Definition of the responsibility to define the invoicing requirements and the VAT
rules that apply to the toll
See REETS WP1 D1.1 2.2 “VAT“


Financial settlement and clearing
Definition of whether the agency model or the reseller model is used



Guarantee of payment



Prices
Regulation on the right of the TC to define the prices for his toll domain



Discounts/Service Fees
Regulation that, when allowed, discounts from the SP have to be separate from
the toll of the TC



Remuneration of service provider
See REETS WP1 D1.1 chapter 0 “
SP Remuneration”



Cost-sharing



Penalties
Regulations on penalties when agreed quality parameters are not achieved

6. Customer Service


Registration of service users



Customer relations
Provisions on who is responsible for the customer relations procedures



Complaints and claims
Regulations on who has the right to decide upon a complaint or claim.

7. Enforcement


Enforcement issues



Data exchange

8. Privacy and data protection
9. Confidentiality
Regulations regarding confidentiality of contractual provisions.
10. Publicity and Trade Mark Protection
Regulations regarding intellectual property rights and the use of trademarks
11. General contractual issues


Duration and termination of contract
Regulations regarding the duration of the bilateral contract



Withdrawal
Regulations on withdrawal from the bilateral contract



Breach of contract / liability
Regulations on breach of the bilateral contract and liability towards the other party
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Disputes / litigation procedures
Regulations on the settlement of disputes of the bilateral contract not already defined in the EETS Decision 2009/750/EC



Adjustments
Regulations on changes to the bilateral agreement



Assignment
Regulations on sub-contracting



Applicable law and arbitration
To be defined by each TC

12. Miscellaneous
13. Annexes


Suitability for use requirements
To be defined by each TC if not agreed within REETS WP2



OBE requirements inclusive personalization
To be defined by each TC



Definition of data exchange interfaces
See REETS WP4 D4.2



Security Policy
See REETS WP4 D4.3 and a threat analysis based on CEN ISO TS 19299 (under
revision)



KPI definitions and measurement principles
See REETS WP3 D3.1 and D3.2



Payment security
Regulations on the payment guarantee required by the TC from the SP



Invoice layout and VAT rules
The detailed requirements for the invoice elements to be present and the VAT
rules to applicable to a toll domain



Minimum set of clauses for SU contract
Any minimum set of clauses, the SP has to include in his Service User contract
with the SU



Claim handling procedures
To be defined by each TC based on local legislation
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